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well-run business combines motivated, trained employees

with the right work envir onment to produce the greatest r e sults at the least cost.

When the results (from a product or

service) do not exceed costs by a sufficient margin , at least
one part of the system is not operating efficiently.

This

problem is caused by a production deficiency, which occurs
when actual performance does not matc h the desired performance (Herem, 1979).

In order to determine the · root of this

problem, two areas must b e examined .

These areas are (a)

the nature of the work e nvironment and its organizational
structure, which may prevent performance in spite of employee
effort, and (b) the employees themse lves who may l ack either
the motivation or the skills to perform the j ob .

Interven-

t io n can be des i gned fo r either or both of these areas to
ameliorate the production deficiency.

After implementation,

the r esults of s uch interventions must be evaluated for their
effect iveness.

This paper will r eview the pr ocesses of

deficiency assessme nt , intervention, and program evaluat i on
as they mi ght be fo und in a ·business or service setti ng.
FRONT-END ANALYSIS
Front- e nd analys i s provides a global overview of the
organi zational structure by which the causes of a produ ction
defi ciency may be determined (Harless, 1973).
1

The process
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isolates the problems with the highest "worth;" that is, the
problems whose cures would bring the greatest benefits to the
company .

It next targets the deficiencies within the prob-

lem areas which account for the greatest loss, and then matches
the deficiencies with the appropriate solution types (such
as training for a lack of employee skill).

Finally, it indicat es

cost-efficient solutions (such as simplifying materials instead of training employees to better use diff1cult materials).
Harmon (1980) outlines basic Qisc riminations which should
be made in analyzing a production deficiency .
are the desired outputs or goals?

First, what

These should be stated in

terms of the products or decisions which result from a task
or job, with standards for judging the quality or correctness
of the outputs included .
Second , is the nature of the problem environmental,
motivational, or instructional?

That is, which area should

be manipulated to produce the desired accomplishments?
Third, what is the difference between the mastery performance of a job skill and the actual performance?

Mastery

performance is job performance conducted .such that the results are satisfactory and acceptable to everyone (Harmon,

1980) .

Actual performance is the current state of job per-

formance.

The difference between mastery performance and

actual performance points to the areas for which intervention
is necessary .

This difference is summarized by Harmon in

the statement M-A=D, or Mastery minus Actual equals Deficiency.
The discovery of "D, 1 1 or deficiency, is crucial in the
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analysis, since training or education should only cover deficient areas, eliminatin g those areas already mastered.
Fourth, can the problem be corrected, and if so, is it
worth correcting?

Will the money and effort expended to

correct the problem exceed the value of the outcome if the
problem is solved?
Fifth, can the client participate in the development of
the process, and sixth, how should the program be implemented?
In pinpointing the nature of the performance problem,
Harmon (1980) offers the following performance overview flowchart:
feedback
_s_i_t'-u'-a--'-t_i_o_n___~>

\L.-_p_e_r_f_o_r_m_e_r.......~

response

>

consequences

Situation
The situation i s the environment in which the performer
works.

If resources for job performance are not available,

an environmental problem exists .

Intervention is then per-

formed on the environment .
Performers
I f the performers do not know how o r when to perform the
job, an instructional problem exists.
According to Harmon, instructional problems may be
r e medied in two ways, depending o n the nature of the problem .
(a) If the job invol ves unique performance, value judgments,
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or open-ended decision situations, education is appropriate.
"Education is the process whereby one gains many facets of
information and general knowledge, and stores this information
for possible future use" (Opdyke, 1979).

(b) If the job

involves routine, sequential behaviors, or binary decisions,
training is appropriate.

"Training is the application of

specific knowledge to specific tasks through guidance and
practice" (Opdyke, 1979).
Consequences
A lack of performance feedback, recognition, and reward
for correct responses can result in an employee motivational
problem.

In this case, employees do not perform up to stan-

dard, not from a lack of skills, but from a diminished
enthusiasm for the job.

Intervention in this case involves

the creation of motivation, often through the use of external
rewards.
Summary
Solutions to a performance problem, then, will include
one or more of the following techniques:

(a) changing the

work setting; (b) instruction; and (c) offering employee
incentives (Harless, 1973).

Once the appropriate solution is

targeted, the intervention may begin.

Therefore, front-end

analysis surveys the entire system to pinpoint the problem
sources and offer solutions.

Intervention is the actual

hands-on treatment of the problem.
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The Harmon model will be used as a guide for the
remainder of this introduction.

Because environmental and

motivational interventions are easier and generally less
costly to undertake, these will be discussed first.

The

issue of training, which is the main focus of this paper,
will be discussed next, followed by a discussion of evaluation.

THE WORK SITUATION - ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS
According to Herem (1979), there are two types of
environmental problems which can impair

performance.

These

are (a) organizational constraints and (b) environmental
constraints .

Either area can impair performance such that

an intervention is necessary.
Organizational Constraints
Organizational constraints are company structures and
controls which, though once effective, are no longer functional.
Constraints develop slowly, often as a result of changing job
conditions and technology .
tional constraints:

There are four types of organiza-

materials and data , job standards,

p6licies and procedures, and organizational structures.
Materials and data, which are outputs from one part of a job
system, often serve as inputs to another part of the job
system.

If a substandard output is used as an input, the

next step in the job system might also become substandard,
causing a domino effect of deficient outputs throughout the
system.

Feedback information can be one such input, which
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allows the performer to judge the level of his or her perforrnance.

If this information is lacking or insufficient,

a substandard output may result since a criterion level is
not available .

A job standard is the desired output.

Because

jobs change over time, a realistic job standard may become
unrealistic with the passage of time.

For example, the amount

of course material a teacher can cover in class can change
depending on the number of students, especially if one-to-one
attention is required.

Because the job itself changes with

the number of students, the job standard must change accordingly.

Policies and procedures are designed to standardize

operations for the most effective performance.
can become dated.

Performance will be

These, too,

impaired if a cumber-

some policy (often known as "red tape") gets in the way of
the desired actions.

Organizational structures are the sys-

terns of protocol, or "who answers to whom," which are likewise
designed to contribute to efficient operations .

With company

growth, new products, services, and personnel, these structures can become ineffective, creating "work bottlenecks"
(Herem, 1979).
Environmental Constraints
If there are no large-scale organizational constraints
'

"''
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~
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- preventi8g performance, the work environment is examined.
Regulations and laws, generally enacted for the protection of
the worker or the consumer, can affect production.

One

example is the opposition by unions to piece-work pay rates.
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Employees generally produce more under this pay schedule, but
it is considered an unfair method of payment .

Although most

laws and regulations cannot be changed, organizational constraints can usually be modified to compensate for the loss.
Equipment and facilities are all the tools and accommodations provided to do the job.

If equipment is antiquated

or broken, or facilities not adequate, performance will be
hindered.

A lack of office space or a shortage of supplies,

for example, will create confusion and dissatisfaction among
employees, who then might not be able to perform their jobs.
Solutions to this type of environmental constraint can be as
easy as replacing equipment or keeping the stock room full.
CONSEQUENCES - THE MOTIVATED EMPLOYEE
If the performance deficiency does not lie within
organizational or environmental constraints, the next area
to consider is the employees.

If the employees have the

relevant knowledge and skills to perform the job appropriately, but do not do so, the solution lies in the proper
motivation .

Goal discrepancies may exist between the indi-

vidual and the organization and lie in any of three areas:
life styles, personal priorities, and motivators (Herem,
1979).

These discrepancies will cause the employee to be

less motivated on the job and more motivated in other aspects
of his or her life.
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Life Styles and Priorities
Life styles and personal priorities may force an employee
to choose between conflicting goals or desires.

Such an

employee will have to compromise either his personal life or
his job.

For example, if a job requires a lot of traveling,

an employee's life style must be suited to it.

If an employ-

ee's personal priorities, such as the amount of time spent
with the family, conflict with the job, usually it is the job
which will suffer in the long run.
is not satisfied.

Either way, the employee

Short of hiring new staff who may lack the

experience of the former employee, solutions lie in working
with individual employees to set up compatible goals, which
requires compromise from both parties .

Another solution is

to arrange a new job assignment more compatible with both the
company's and the employee's needs.
Motivators
Another reason for a lack of employee performance lies
within the job and its pay-offs for the employee.

Employees

who are not properly motivated to perform will not do so.

If

the job they perform is punishing, or if the reinforcement
for the performance is delayed or not apparent, performance
will suffer.

Recognition, tangible rewards, a reassignment

of job tasks and responsibilities, provision of status indicators, performance feedback, opportunities for personal and
social activities, and relief from aversive poli c ies,
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procedures, or work environments all can serve to make a job
more palatable, and increase employee production and morale
as well (Tosti & O'Brien, 1978).

If a job lacks reinforcers,

the consultant must find a way to include them to increase
performance.

Because reinforcers are personal and change

over time, performance must be monitored carefully to ensure
their efficacy.

PERFORMER RESPONSES - INSTRUCTIONAL INTERVENTION
If a performance problem cannot be attributed to organizational constraints, environmental deficits, or dissatisfied
employees, the problem can generally be traced to a lack of
knowledge.

That is, the employees cannot perform their jobs

because they lack _the

necess~ry

skills or knowledge required

to produce the desired accomplishments.

As mentioned pre-

viously, there are two types of instructional interventions,
dependent upon the nature of the knowledge deficit:

(a) edu-

cation and (b) training (Harmon, 1980).
Education
Harmon offers one view of the distinction between education and training.
skills.

Education is concerned with cognitive

Whenever a job requires making decisions in unpre-

dictable situations, education is necessary to teach employees
how to develop unique solutions to problems.

Education

concerns itself with teaching generalized principles, theories,
and models to give employees a basis upon which to make choices
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from a series of alternatives.
Training
Training, on the other hand, is concerned with modifying
observable behavior (Harmon, 1980).

Whenever a job requires

limited decisions or choices, and the desired outcomes can
always be specified, training is appropriate.

The desired

outcomes always have corresponding stimulus conditions, which
are environmental or informational events which cue the correct
response, and should have a method for evaluating whether or
not the response was the correct one.

If the job task does

not have these elements, they must be included or clarified
for optimum performance.
The remainder of this introduction will discuss the
steps involved in developing and evaluating a training program.

Some of the steps, such as defining objectives, are

applicable to the development of an educational program.
The main focus of this paper , however, is an examination of
the effects of training.

Therefore the general structure of

job training will be reviewed .
DEVELOPING A TRAINING PROGRAM
There are several steps in the dev€lopment of a training
program.

These include defining objectives, performing task

analyses, analyzing the target population, designing instruction and tests, and implementing instruction and tests.
of these areas will be discussed in the following pages.

Each
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Defining Objectives
It was stated earlier that the statement M-A=D, or Mastery
minus Actual equals Deficiency, helps pinpoint the target
problem by comparing actual performance to mastery performance.
This step begins in front-end analysis, with the solutions
varying among environmental, motivational, or instructional
interventions.
When the M-A=D statement indicates a lack of employee
skill, this deficiency becomes the starting point for designing the instruction.

By deciding what the accomplishments

should be, objectives can be set for the deficient performance.
Behavioral objectives guide instruction by describing the
stimulus conditions for the response, the correct response ,
and the means of evaluating that response (Harmon, 1980).

In

this way the performer knows the conditions under which to
act, what the correct response is, and the standard for that
response (Mag e r, 1962, 43).
In writing objectives for instruction, the consultant
must use clear, specific language, provide enough detail so
that anyone qualified in the field can r ecognize the

ta~k,

and specify each objective separately for conditions,
responses, and standards (Mager, 1962, 53).
Writing objectives for improved performance depends upon
the nature of the deficiency.

Although the deficiency can be

targeted through the M-A=D stat e me nt, it is often necessary
to look more closely at the actual task to discern exactly
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where the performance breakdown occurs.

When this is done,

specific objectives can be written for very specific job
areas.

Therefore , the writing of objectives goes hand in

hand with job task analysis.
Job Task Analysis
Job task analysis is the process of breaking down a task
into its smallest components so that performance can be
defined and sequenced.

Each component acts as a conditioned

stimulus, or cue, to t4e next step in the job task.

The most

commonly used approach to task analysis has been devised by
Gagne (1962) .

With this approach a task is analyzed by break-

ing it into subskills in a heirarchical fashion, such that
skills on a lower level (subskills) serve as the bas i s for
skills on higher leve ls.

Because subskills are the "building

blocks" for the higher level behavior, each analysis begins
with the question:

'' What must the individual already know to

begin the subskill with o nly verbal directions?''

This question

is asked at every level until all n ecessa ry entry-level
behavior skills are d etermin e d.

Training can then b e d evise d

for eac h skill level based o n the knowledge the indiv idual
already possesses.
Fo r example, using Gagne's model, a task analysis of
makin g a photocopy mi g ht read as fol lows :
flap o n machi n e.

"Open the doo r o r

Place original face down on the glass.

it up between the guides indicating paper size .
door or f lap.

Lin e

Close the

Set the dial s fo r the d esi r e d numb ers of copies .
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Press 'start.'
tray .

After copies are made, remove them from the

Remove original.

Set dials back to zero."

To arrive at this analysis, the consultant (following
Gagne..' s model) would ask:

"What must the individual already

know to begin each subskill with only verbal directions?"
For the first step, the individual must already know how to
"open the door or flap on the machine . "
subskill in the heirarchy.

This is the first

If the individual could not open

the door or flap with only verbal directions, this step would
have to be broken down even further.

However, if all of the

steps are followed correctly, leaving none out, and in the
right sequence, the desired output results.

If a step is

omitted or performed incorrectly, or if the sequence is incerrect, the desired output does not result and there is a performance deficiency .
This same process is used in business and
describe the tasks which make up a job.

i~dustry

to

The task analyzer,

primarily through observation, analyzes tasks into their
simplest steps and sequences them.

When each component is

correctly performed, an ideal performance results.

If there

is a performance deficiency, the task analysis is used to
compare exactly what the worker is doing with what should be
done.

The task analyzer, using the task analysis, watches

the user perform the task.
it is checked off.

As each step is completed correctly,

Somewhere in the sequence, there will be

a step which is omitted, performed incorrectly, or performed
out of order.

When it is located, the cause of the performance
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deficiency has been detected. Training for that step only is
now in order, since previous steps were done correctly.
Not all tasks are observable.

Many jobs involve decision-

making processes which are purely cognitive.

However, if these

decisions are based on a limited number of choices within the
job, the task analysis can be performed by setting up a flowchart indicating which decisions should be made under which
sets of circumstances.

There should only be one correct course

of action at any decision point.

Therefore, the deficiency

can be targeted by comparing actual decisions to correct
decisions at each step in the process.
In summary, task analysis subdivides tasks so that the
performance deficiency can be pinpointed and the necessary
training devised.

The end product of a correctly performed

task becomes the terminal objective, or the final goal of
instruction.

The subskills in the task analysis become the

enabling objectives, which are the steps of accomplishments
leading to the end product.

Both terminal and enabling objec-

tives can be written according to the task analysis of a job.
As previously noted on page · 11, the objectives will also be
written according to the stimulus conditions and output
standards for each response.
Close attention must also be paid to the target population which will use the task analyses (the learners).

Because

every group of students. differs from every other group, the
targeted group must be analyzed as carefully as the tasks they
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will learn in order to structure training to each particular
group's skills .
Learner Analysis
Learner analysis is the process by which the characteristics of a trainee group are described .

Without this analysis,

the carefully-designed training program is liable to be ineffective by being too complex, too simple, or targeted at the
wrong behaviors for the particular group

i~

question .

The

learners' backgrounds, competencies, and preferences will
determine the best methods for testing and instruction.

There-

fore learner analysis is conducted before a training program
is devised.
To begin a learner analysis, the targeted learner group
is defined.

Definitions which are too large (e.g., "eve ryon e

in the company") or too small (e.g . , "Jane Doe") are not costeffi ci e nt.

A g roup which is too large is likely to be too

heterogeneou s , causing some parts of training to be meaningful to some memb e r s and not to others; i.e., training will
not be effect ive.

A group which is too small will re ce ive

effect i ve training, but the instruction is not likely to
gen eral ize to other e mploy ees and probably will not be worth
the cost to the company (Thiagarajan, 1976).

The size of the

target e d group will d epe nd upon the nature of the training
problem and an attempt to balance (at th e trainer's discr e tion)an optimum numb er of similarities and di ffer e nc es among
membe rs.
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Once a particular group is targeted, the analysis of that
group can proceed.

The relevant features of any targeted

group can be broken down into four major headings:

subject-

matter competence, attitudes, language, and tool skills (Thiagarajan, 1976) .

Within subject-matter competence, the train-

ees' current knowledge and skill level, background experience,
and possible misconceptions regarding the subject matter are
of importance.

For example, suppose the trainer's job is to

train newly-hired secretaries.

Their current knowledge and

skill leve l could include what they know about the company's
business, specific procedures, or any other duties a secretary
should perform.

Background experience includes the number

and type of previous secretarial positions held.

Misconcep-

tions are mistaken ideas about the job tasks, such as the
belief that a secretary should make the boss's coffee.
The trainees' opinions toward the subject matter, what
topics will be considered positive or negativ e , and the preferred instruc tional methods comprise the trainees' attitudes.
For example, because secretaries are stereotypically female,
the trainer might be int e r es ted in how the n e w employees view
the status of their position and whether such topics as "consciousness -raising" or the "wome n's movement" will be greeted
with praise or scorn.

Finally, attention should be paid to

the train ees ' preferr e d type of instruction, such as lecture
versus self-teaching, since optimum learning is the goal.
The trainees' language l eve l should be st udi e d, es pecially
if techni ca l language or specialized terminology is involved.
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Legal secretaries, for example, should be familiar with legal
terminology.

Determining the language level of the trainee

allows training phraseology to be adjusted accordingly for
better communication.
The trainees' abilities with tools should be examined
to discern their ability level, how much guidance and feedback
is necessary, and whether they can handle any instructional
equipment.

For instance, can the secretaries operate office

equipment, and if not, how difficult will it be to teach them?
Instructional equipment, such as a cassette deck or videotape
recorder, is equipment used only during instruction.

For

optimum learning, the trainees also must be able to use this
equipment .
At this point, the trainee group has been analyzed for
subject-matter competence, attitudes, language level, and tool
skills .

The training program may now be directed specifically

to them by including the necessary training elements, removing
unnecessary elements, using ideas and language which the
trainees will accept and understand, and using equipment and
instructional procedures which will be comfortable and nonthreatening to the users.

By considering what the trainees

bring to the training situation, training programs can be
devised which will be more effective and less cumbersome to
the learners.
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Developing Presentation Material
Behavioral Focus - Consistency with Objectives
Now that task analyses have been performed , objectives
set, and the target population analyzed, the next step is the
development of presentation material.

The material which is

presented must be consistent with the objectives .

Every

objective should have corresponding training material, and all
training material should have corresponding objectives.

If

this is not the case, the trainer should examine whether the
objectives and/or materials without their counterparts are
really necessary, or whether revision is in order (Merrill,
Reigeluth,

& Faust, 1973, 172) .

According to Harmon (in press), instructional presentation
can be divided into two sections:

(a) overview and theory

and (b) practice and application.

The overview and theory

introduces the student to the subject matter, provides preparatory skills such as learning the basic vocabulary in the
subject matter, and provides the theory which describes the
basic variables and interactions of the job's components.
Practice and application develops the needed skills in the
instructional setting and then facilitates transfer to the
job setting.
Just as objectives are written to define the situation,
the correct response, and the means of evaluating the response,
training material should also include these three components.
By focusing on the stimulus situation, the student is taught
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which features in the environment to observe as cues to the
appropriate actions.

The correct response is taught in light

of the cues which have been observed .

The student is also

taught the means of evaluating the response by finding features
in the environment which have changed as a result of the action
(Harmon, in press) .
Presentation Strategies
The presentation strategy should attempt to approximate
the real-world job situation.

By doing so , optimum training

results can be obtained because generalization between classroom and job site is facilitated.

For example, in learning

vocabulary, students will probably use the new words in their
everyday speech more often if they are required to practice
using the words in various sentences, rather than simply
defining them verbatim.

Actual practice of the words more

closely resembles their use in the real world .

Therefore, a

decision must be made concerning the type of instruction
which most closely resembles the job situation.
There are two types of instructional presentation:
memorization and job aids.

Memorization requires instantly

recalling information or behavior without help.

Job aids are

devices which facilitate recall by acting as cues or guides
to job behavior (Harmon, in press).
Memorization should be used when (a) response speed is
more important than accuracy; (b) the task is frequently performed; (c) small errors do not have large consequences;
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(d) reading instructions during task performance would interfere with performance; and (e) job prestige requires a memorized
response (Harmon, in press).
Job aids should be used when (a) response accuracy is
more important than response speed ; i.e . , small errors have
large consequ ences; (b) tasks are infrequently performed;
(c) reading instructions will not interfere with performance;
(d) the task involves many steps; (e) the task involves a
complex decision-making process; and (f) a small training
budget is available (Harmon, in press).
Instructional Strategy Versus Behaviora l Forms Mat r ix
Finally, a matrix between the behavioral focus of t r aining uslng the situation, the response, and the evaluative
consequences and the presentation strategies of memorization
versus job a i ds can be devised .

(See Figure 1.)

Instructional Strategy
Memorization
(recall)

Job Aids
(prompts)

Stimulus
(situation)

Recall what
to observe

Prompt what
to observe

Respo n se
(action)

Recall what
to do

Prompt what
to do

Consequences
(feedback)

Recall feedback to
check following
action

Prompt what to
check following
action

Figure 1
I nstructional Strategy x Behavioral Forms
from Harmon, in press
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Mastery Learning
Mastery learning requires that all students who enter a
training course meet the course objectives at a predetermined,
acceptable level (Nunnally, 1978, 306).

If there are students

who do not perform successfully, they are either given more
practice or take the training course again .

The mastery

learning approach does away with the concepts of "success"
and "failure•• in learning, for eventually, everyone is successful.

Competition and anxiety is greatly reduced because

all students will reach the same proficiency level.

The

emphasis is on learning the necessary material in the easiest
manner possible.

The mastery learning approach is particularly

appropriate for training employees in business because everyone gets trained to an acceptable level, thus maximally reducing production deficiencies.
Teaching Strategies
Besides presenting material in its closest real-world
approximation and training according to mastery learning, there
are teaching strategies which will aid the student in learning
and provide maximum retention of material (Merrill, et al.,
1979, 187).

These strategies include feedback, isolation,

helps, sampling ; divergence, difficulty levels, and matching.
Feedback is an immediate response to the student indicating
whether the answer was

cor~ect

or incorrect.

It serves to

reinforce correct answers and clarify unclear points before
the issue is forgotten.
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Isolation is a way of separating the main point from
illustrative points and labeling

it so that the critical

information is clear and not confused with secondary information.
Helps are alternative forms of the critical information
which make it easier to remember.
helps.

There are several types of

A mnemonic help can be a song, rhyme, acronym, and so

on, which aidsmemory.

For example, the acronym PIERRE is a

model for analysis and remediation of problems in the training
field (Ricard & Peroutka, 1979).

PIERRE stands for performer,

information, environment, reward, resources, and expectation;
all elements to consider in designing training.

Attention-

focusing helps focus the student's attention on critical infor mation by the use of color, arrows, markings in the text, and
other devices to draw attention.

An algorithm is a step-by-

step breakdown of information used for problem-solving or
concepts.

A task analysis may be considered an algorithm.

An

alternative representation help presents information in another
form, such as a graph or chart.
Sampling is the technique of providing a sufficient number of instances or examples, as well as practice, for the
required material.

Especially useful for abstract concepts,

sampling gives the student varied experience with the material.
Difficulty levels can range from very simple to very
complex, depending on the nature of the training material.
Complex material can be better understood if it is made simple,
and simple material made more complex can broaden the student's
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understanding of the concept by expanding to new ideas.
Summary.

Training material must be carefully planned so

that all course objectives are met, omitting unnecessary
material.

For greatest generalization to the real world, the

training material should require the same behavior as the task
itself by either memorizing the information or prompting
behavior through job aids.
Mastery learning allows all students to be successful in
the training program, while various teaching strategies make
the content of training more digestible.
The final area in the development of a training program
is the problem of determining successful completion of the
objectives, or tests.
Writing Content Valid . and Reliable Tests
Validity
Validity refers to the scientific usefulness of an instrument (Nunnally, 1978, 86) .

A test is valid, or "true," if it

does what it is intended to do.
direct measure of instruction .

Content validity refers to
The test is content valid if it

actually measures what was carried on in instruction (Nunnally,
1978, 91).
In test construction, content validity will be ensured if
(a) the test level is consistent with the task level of the
objectives and presentation, and (b) test items are direct
samples of the course material.
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Just as the objectives and presentation should be consistent with the real-world task behaviors, so should the test
be consistent with the objectives and presentation behaviors.
The reasoning is the same:

tests which are consistent with

the format of the presentation will better measure what was
learned in the course; and tests which approximate the real
world will more accurately reflect real-world performance.
Therefore, if the objectives and presentation strategies of a
course require memorization, students should be required to
recall, rather than recognize, the information.

If the objec-

tives and presentation strategies of a course require job aids,
students should be required to produce and apply their knowledge to a given task using the ·correct prompts, rather than
simply identify the correct response.

Unless they are supplied

by the job aids, extra feedback and prompts within the test
should be avoided, since such cues would not occur naturally.
By keeping the tests consistent with the level of the course,
the consultant can be sure that the test will be a more
accurate measure of what the students learned, i.e., that the
test will be content valid.
Reliability
While validity ensures the "truth" of test scores, reliability ensures their stability.

Reliabl e test scores will

be stable across time, test settings, and for groups of p eo ple
who have had the same training.

No test can be perfectly

reliable, however, since various conditions affecting t h e t e st
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taker will always, to some extent, affect the outcome of the
test .

For example, a person's score can change with time if

illness or personal pressures have been distressing the test
taker.

As much as possible, however, it is desirable to

reduce the influence of such variables so that the score
which is obtained will

ref~ect

primarily performance in the

job setting and not other factors.
One aspect of reliability may be examined by determining
what is termed coefficient alpha (Nunnally, 1978, 214).

Coef-

ficient alpha uses the test scores of a group of people to
compare the responses on each item to every other item response
on the test.

If some of the responses to items have a low

correlation with the rest of the test, it is possible that
these items were not testing the course content; that is, they
are easily influenced by outside factors other than course
content.

Reliability of the test can be improved

i~

these

items are taken out of the test or reworded to reduce ambiguity .
The reliability of a test can also be improved if it is
made longer.

Theoretically, there can be an infinite number

of questions about any given topic since each question can
approach the topic from a slightly different angle .

Increasing

the sample of questions on a test can lead to more stable
scores .
Finally, another aspect of reliability can be evaluated
by comparing scores on the test or alternative forms of the
test given in different settings or to different persons, to
see if the scores are stable across such conditions.

The
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trainer determines across what variations of conditions test
scores should remain stable, and then evaluates test stability
by giving the test under those different conditions.
Summary
Tests are used as tools to indicate the level of performance attained by employees after training.

Ideally, a test

is a sample of behavior as it would happen on the job.

If a

test is not valid or reliable, its usefulness as a tool is
greatly reduced, since its measurement of real-world performance is impaired.

Content validity will be ensured if (a) the

strategy (recall versus prompted application) is consistent
with the task level of the objectives and presentation; and
(b) if the content of the test items is taken directly from
the course material.

A test will be reliable if its scores

remain stable across different conditions.

While no test is

completely reliable, reliability can be incre ased by reducing
variability among the test items.
REVIEW
Front-end analysis pinpoints the problem source in the
job system, which can be situational, instructional, or motivational.

Situational problems can usually be solved through

environmental redesign and organizational restructuring.

An

employee problem may be due to a lack of motivation or a lack
of training.

If there is a lack of motivation, the source

must be determined and new r e inforce rs es tablished.

If th e re
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is a lac k of training, the consultant p repares a tra inin g
program by defining objectives, perfo rming a task a nalysis,
analyzing the target population, preparing relevan t instruction, and administerin g valid and r e liab le t ests.

By using

mastery lea rning, all employees will be trained to the criteria
set forth in the objectives, and the performance deficiency
will be solved .

The final step is to evaluate the trai ning

program to find o ut the d eg r ee of its success.
EVALUATION OF TRAINING
Now that training has been desi g n e d a nd i mp l emented, it
may be evaluated for its effect ive ness .

Eval uation is a

method of det e rmining the worth of any given program in comparison to a predetermined criterion meas ure.

The purpose of

evaluation is to co nvey information about ·any or all aspects
of tra inin g , from what each student h as l ear ned to training ' s
effec t on an o rganizatio n .

Once an evalu a tion has bee n com-

pleted, t h e r es ults will play a r o l e in policy decisions about
program installation, conti nu at i o n, and modification, and
provide evidence fo r s upport or oppos it io n to t h e program
(Anderson, 1978, vii).
Traditional approaches to evaluatio n h ave involved determinin g (a) the quality of trai ning materials; (b) the ·number
of c lass room instructional hours ; (c) t h e qualifications of
the lecturers; (d) the a moun t a nd q uality of corp o r ate support
fo r training; and (e) the p h ysical and financ i al resources
devoted to training (Shumway, S hea, & Casey , 1978).

While
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these measures provide useful pieces of information, they do
not measure what the student has learned or is able to accomplish after training; nor do they measure the overall impact
of training on the organization.
Prerequisites to Evaluation:

Organizational Constraints

Revisited
The performance of a successful evaluation depends upon
four requirements:

(a) a meaningful operational measure of

success or failure; (b) the design of experiments, tests,
surveys, or examination of data already ayailable to determine
whether the training has been of benefit to the employees or
the organization; (c) methods for presentation and interpretation of the experiments, tests, surveys, or data; and (d) an
official or a· group authorized to take action on the basis of
the information (Deming, 1975, 56).

The ease with which these

requirements may be carried out depends upon t he scope of the
evaluation.

As we will see below, practical problems often

interfere with evaluation implementation.
Gurel (1975) points out that it is paradoxical that so
logical an endeavor as evaluation should be fraught with so
many irrational complications.

According to Gurel, th e se

complications arise not from methodological or technical issues
inherent to the development of a research design strategy, but
from structural constraints within the organization and interpersonal interactions among the evaluator, managerial staff,
and production staff.

He asserts that these issues det e rmine

the success or failure of evaluation.
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Using the model of human services evaluation, Gurel
characterizes the persons involved in the evaluation, with
their differing identities and goals.

These will be out-

lined below.
Participants in evaluation.

There are at least four

parties involved in any evaluation.

They are the sponsoring

authorities who order the evaluation, the program manager,
the program staff who operate the treatment program, and
the evaluators.

Other groups may play a part as well, such

as clients or news media.

The quality of interaction among

these groups will greatly impact the success of the evaluation,
Characteristics of managers versus evaluators.

Gurel

describes the program manager as a " company man" who is
dedicated to the validity of the program.

The evaluator,

on the other hand, is portrayed by Gurel as an iconoclast,
scientist, and individualist who delights in discovering the
"petty stupidities" (Gurel, 1975, 18) which exist in all
organizations.

While the manager is concerned with organi-

zational stability and survival, the evaluator ' s job points
out the chan ges which need to be made.

Because the evaluator

represents change, he or she may be viewed as a threat by
management.
Besides represent ing change, the evaluator is a threat
because of the newness of the field.

Many programs are

considered beneficial without a careful look at the overall
success .

This may be true in human services organizations
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in which social programs have not been evaluated, and in
business organizations where programs for training or
improved company morale are not tested for their impact.
Evaluation strikes at the heart of these activities.

A

program alone is not being evaluated, for the professional
lives of its operators, full of emotional commitments, are
also being assessed.

To make matters worse, evaluation may

pose a serious threat to the power base of the program managers.

The "neutral" activity of evaluation will yield

either positive or negative results, which can be buried by
management or disseminated for political ends.
Sources of conflict.

To carry out an evaluation, the

evaluator must ask many specific questions regarding the
program objectives, the target population, the types and
amount of change expected, the impact of the program in
producing these changes, with what resources, and so forth.
The evaluator must be able to translate the objectives into
criterion measures.

For a training program developed as

described in this paper, there would be no difficulty in
answering these questions.

Within many organizations, how-

ever, this type of specificity is not readily available
because programs have been designed and implemented without
considering their specific objectives, who should benefit,
and what the changes should be.

One source of conflict

between managers and evaluators comes from having to develop
these definitions.
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Another source of conflict arises when evaluators spend
too little time in discovering who requested the evaluation
and why, and what they plan to do with it when they get it.
When this happends, there is often a mismatch between the
scope of the evaluation and what it was intended for.

Gurel

suggests that this mistake can be avoided by allowing equal
time to be spent in planning, data collection, and analysis
and reporting of the evaluation (p. 24).

A further source of conflict comes from the demands
placed on the employees who carry out the job or service.
While extra input is usually required of them in cooperating
with the evaluator, they have not usually been informed of
the evaluation or its purpose.

Gurel says that these prob-

lems can be avoided if the staff is involved in planning the
evaluation, if their participation is recognized and rewarded,
and if they receive feedback about the evaluation outcome
(p.

26).

A final source of conflict may arise from the experimental design of the evaluation.

The more rigorous the

design, the more the manager will have to adjust the program
to comply with design restrictions to prevent invalidation
of the study.

What this suggests is that, temporarily, the

evaluator may, in effect, take over the running of the
program.

Most managers will not like stepping aside so

that evaluation can take place.
The integrity of the training program.

Political

considerations aside, another obstacle in performing an
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evaluation may be the training program itself.

Quay (1979)

points out that evaluations have t e nded to concentrate on
research design issues while ignoring the actual training
program.

If the training program is not evaluated as an

entity, the evaluation outcomes will h ave littl e meaning.
Consider the problems of definition and quanti f i c ati o n when
training (or treatment) is a matt e r of "peer counseling" or
"improving company relations."

Unless these programs have

quantifiable measures of improvement, the integrity of the
training program must be in question.
Next, the transfer of the program "on paper" to the
"real world" must be examined.

While the training program

may prescribe certain events, there is no assurance that
these events have bee n carried out as speci fi e d.

Doc umen-

tation, i f a va ilabl e , or interviews co nc erning what actually
h appen s in training, s hould be scrutinized to compar e the
intended training procedur es with the d ay -by-day training
events.

Furthe rmore, the

~ualifications

of the trainers,

with a measur e of the a mount of trai ning a nd s up e r vis ion
provided for them, will b e a nother measure of how muc h the
ac tua l program has d evi at e d from the program plan, espec ially
if highl y-s kill ed trainers a r e required.
Evaluation does not stop with the assessme nt of the
above program aspects.
place.

Rather, thi s is a ne cessary startin g

If the integrity of the training program as a whole

does n o t withstand t hese examinatio ns, th e r esults of a n
evaluatio n study will be inva lid due t o the fact that the
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training was not properly conducted.

The results may show

that there have been changes, positive or negative, but it
cannot be certain that these were due to training.

On the

other hand, when the training program proves to be quantifiable, grounded in research, and carefully implemented by
qualified personnel, one may have reasonable assurance that
the evaluation outcomes are valid representations of the
benefits of training.
Levels of Evaluation
As suggested by Gurel, the level and scope of an evaluation should be determined before beginning.

Whatever level

of evaluation is implemented, there are five areas in which
training effects may appear.

These areas are (a) the reac-

tions of the trainees; (b) the state of learning by the
trainees;

(c) the effect of this learning on job behavior;

(d) the effects of training on the organization in terms of
work wuality or employee satisfaction; and (e) the "ultimate
value effects" such as company survival, profits, and social
or political welfare (Hamblin, 1974, 15).

The success of

training may be evaluated within any of these areas, depending upon the goal of the evaluation.
Techniques of Evaluation
For each area affected by training, there are measures
for determinin g the changes which have occurred (Hamblin,
p. 15 ff).

These will be outlined b elow .
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Trainee reactions.

These involve primarily self-report

measures on the trainees' reactions to the training.

They

include (a) session-by-session reactions scales, responses
to which can be used to shape training immediately if the
program is flexible; (b) reaction notebooks, similar to a
diary in which comments are not restricted to a scale;
(c) end-of-course reaction forms, questionnaires, and interviews; and (d) expectations evaluation, given before the
beginning of the course,

~hich

ask the trainees to rate how

useful they believe the course will be.

Behavioral measures

of trainee reactions may include the absentee rate from
training, lateness in arriving to training sessions, and
failures to complete training assignments.
Learning.

Techniques for establishing the success of

training on learning (apart from putting the new skills into
action on the job) can involve objective tests, essays or
oral exams over the training materials and sessions, and
standardized or tailor-made tests of skills, based on task
analyses.

Also, attitude questionnaires concerning how much

the trainees felt they learned can indicate the subjective
worth of the program.
Job behavior.

Techniques for evaluating job behavior

depend on observing the trainee at work and asking the
trainee about his or her job through questionnaires or interviews.

A combination of approaches is preferred for greater

reliability.

Activity sampling, in which an observer

examines a sample of the trainee's work, observer diaries,
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which comprise unstructured notes of the trainee's work, and
observation of specific skills will give the evaluator a
first-hand look at what the trainees do.

Self-diaries and

self-reporting of specific skill ability are written measures
of job performance.
Organizational effects.

Used in conjunction with experi-

mental designs, the following indices can reflect the degree
of change within the organization following training.
Changes in (a) productivity or (b) labor turnover will give
some indication of training effects, provided these measures
are looked at within the context of an appropriate experimental design, such as time series analyses; (c) comparing
the trainees' job behavior to the job behavior of an untrained
control group will also give an indication of overall training effects on the organization.
Ultimate value effects.

Evaluation at this level is

concerned with discovering the impact of training on the
"valued ends" to which training is directed, such as company
survival, profit, and social or political welfare.

According

to Hamblin, unless these values are put into financial terms,
there is no way to assess the ultimate effects of training.
This dilemma leads to cost-benefit analysis, which compares
the total cost of a training program to the financial results
of training.
Cost-Benefit and Cost-Effectiveness Evaluation
The determination of the costs of training is relatively
easy if (a) the training program has been carefully planned
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and implemented and (b) if accurate r eco rds have been kept.
Costs include money spe nt on training materials, consultants,
travel and expenses, and employee salaries during training.
The determination of the financial results i s more
dif f icult.

Cost-benefit analysis can proceed o nly if mea-

sures have been identified at the pr ev ious levels of effect.
In regard to those identified measur es o nly, o n e may cal c ulate the cost-benefit of training.

Fo r example, at the

organizational level, a productivity index whi c h measur es
the amount of goods or services pro duced may be quantified
i n dollar amounts and compar e d t o the costs of training.
However, it is usually difficult to quantify the ef f ects of
training on the organization with any specificity.

Hamblin

states, "Post-training eva luation . . . may show the extent
to which opportunities are being r eal ize d, but it may be
a long time before we can judge whether the c h a n ges will
increase profitability'' ( p. 172).
One alternative to cost -be ne f i t analysis is to assig n
a su bj ective utility value to t h e benefits of training when
t h e b e nefit s ca nnot b e d irect l y identified in financial
gai ns.

These v alu es are determined by listing th e o ut comes

of training and rank o rderi n g their importance.

These may

be done by (a) comparing a nd rank ordering the o u tcomes t o
each o the r as to whi c h of t h e o ut comes was the most improved.
For exampl e, improved productivity may be rat ed the hig h est,
fol l owed by improved job satisfac ti o n a nd r edu ced errors .
All of these may be trai nin g outcomes.

(b) Another method
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is to list the outcomes and rate them independently of each
other on a Likert scale,which determines the degree of
improvement for each area
Directions:

as in the following example.

Circle the number which best corresponds to

the way you feel about the training course implemented in
this company.
l.

Job productivity after training may be rated
l--------2--------3--------4--------5--------6--------7
no
improvement

2.

some improvement

tremendous
improvement

Job satisfaction after training may be rated
l--------2--------3--------4--------5--------6--------7
employees
report no
change in
satisfaction

employees
report some
change in
satisfaction

employees
report great
change in
sa tisfactioo .

While subjective measures may not prove to be as reliable as
dollar and cents evaluation, they allow the evaluator or
management to determine (a) exactly what the improvements
were, and (b) the subjective importance or degree of change
in these outcomes in comparison to the cost.
Another alternative to cost-benefit analysis, which
attempts to compare training costs to financial results, is
cost-effectiveness analysis, which compares the costs of
several alternative approaches to solving the presenting
problem (Levin, 1965, 93).

Cost-effectiveness analysis does

not attempt to place a price on the benefits of training or
social programs, and argues that the financial worth of such
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benefits as having trained employees, improved self-concepts,
or the preservation of an endangered species, is impossible
to determine.

What is possible to determine are the costs

of alternative programs designed to accomplish similar
objectives.
For example, it is possible to compare various techniques for teaching reading, such as phonics versus the whole
word method, with their effect on reading test scores.

By

comparing each technique to a similar population in an
untreated control group, it is possible to determine the
effectiveness of each technique in terms of the test scores.
The respective costs of these programs may be compared in
light of the significant or non-significant differences in
test scores among the groups.

If this program. were to be

compared to other programs, such as improvements in health,
safety, or nutrition, cost-benefit analysis would be required.
In order to make equal comparisons, monetary values would ·
have to be placed on each benefit.

It is possible to conve rt

some cost-effectiveness data into cost-benefit data; however,
for cases in which monetary values cannot be determined for
the benefits, the cost-effectiveness rankings will still
provide a data base for choosing among programs, treatments,
or training methods.
A final consideration in performing an e valuation is
using the appropriate experimental design so that there may
be confidence in the results.
will be discussed below.

Several design strategies
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The Experimental Design of Evaluation
It was suggested earlier in this paper that changes in
productivity or labor turnover could give some indication of
the success of training, provided they were looked at within
the context of the appropriate experimental design.

A com-

parison of job behavior between trained and untrained groups
would be one method of accomplishing this.

There are count-

less ways of measuring training effects, but only in the
context of the appropriate design will the measures have any
conclusive meaning.

This section will discuss the major

types of designs and provide examples as to how they might
be carried out.
The two major types of designs are (a) the quasiexperiment and (b) the randomized study or true experiment
(Cook

& Campbell, 1979, 5-6).

The Quasi-Experiment
A quasi-experiment is one which does not use the random
assignment of subjects to its training and control groups.
Subjects are allocated to groups by some other process,
usually political or social.

It is the experimenter's task

to compare these groups and determine the differences between
them due to the training while at the same time ruling out
the effects of other sources of differences which may or
may not affect the target behavior measures in each group.
There are three major types of quasi-experimental
designs.

These are (a) nonequivalent group designs,
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(b) interrupted time-series designs, and (c) correlational
designs (Cook

& Campbell, 1979, 6).

The nonequivalent group

design compares the responses of two groups, one of which
received training, at a baseline observation and a posttraining observation.

For example, a training program to

increase on-the-job safety might be conducted in one unit
of a factory, while another unit does not receive the training.

The number of reported accidents for both groups would

be compared before and after the training program.
The interrupted time-series design simply adds several
observations across time to the observations made directly
before and after treatment.

By making several observations,

it is possible to determine whether these are "natural"
fluctuations or variability in the dependent measure which
might not be discovered upon one or two observations.

For

example, the use of a time-series design for an advertising
campaign for a particular product would reveal whether the
product is purchased seasonally, such as blankets in the
winter, and the effects of the advertising campaign on the
purchasing trends of the product .
Correlational designs attempt to discover cause and
effect relationships between events without experimental
intervention by using measures as they occur naturally.

For

example, a company could look at its employee absentee rate
on holidays to see if there is any relationship between the
two.

A high absentee rate on holidays could lead the

company to infer a cause-and-effect

relationship between
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holidays and absenteeism.

An interve ntion to reduce absen-

teeism, such as double pay on holidays, could then be
employed .
The Randomized or True Experiment
The randomized experiment goes one step beyond quasiexperiments because subjects are randomly allotted to the
treatment and control groups.

Through randomizati on, the

problem that the treatment and co ntrol groups may be different to begin with is controlled for, because randomization
provides a heterogeneous mixing of subjects.

The differ-

ential results which are obtained are most likely due t o the
effects of training.

The probability that they are not can

be determined in advance.

For example, suppose

an organi-

zation wanted to train a certain number of employees, but
could only afford to train one-half of these employees at
a g iven time.

A randomize d experime nt could be co nduct ed

to test the effec ts of training by randomly c hoosi ng which
of the employees would receive training.

As these employees

r eceived training, th eir job behavior could be compared to
the group who did not receive training.

Differences in

their job behavior could b e at tribut e d to tra ining, assuming
that there are no ot h e r bas ic diff e r e n ces between the groups .
Problems with the randomiz e d experime nt.

In socia l

e valuation r esearch, the r e are special problems related to
the us e of t h e randomized study.

First , there may be et hi cal

cons ideration s of assigning some s ubj ects to tr e atment a nd
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others to the no-treatment control group.

However, if

resources permit, a "waiting list control," in which the
control group receives treatment later, may alleviate this
problem.

In a business organization, problems may arise in

deciding who will receive training and who will not, and
how much money is to be spent on it.
Second, the subjects can react to their particular
group

(trained or untrained), influencing the dependent

measures, particularly if there is resentment for being
placed in either group.

One way to reduce this resentment

while maintaining randomization is through the use of a
lottery, which is a socially acceptable vehicle for assign in g
people to groups.
Third, as discussed previously on page 31, the performance of rigorous experimental design requires that the
evaluator temporarily replace the program manager in running
the treatment or training program, which interferes with the
operations already in progress .
Summary and Recommendations
While the purpose of evaluation is to determine the
worth or success of any given program, the ability to determine these results is often encumbered by personality or
goal differences between the evaluator and management, the
problems of poorly designed and improperly implement e d
programs, and quantification and measurement difficulties
when the training objectives are poorly defined.
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Programs may be evaluated on several levels, from that
of the satisfaction of the trainee with the program, to the
overall benefits of the program for the organization or
society as a whole .

Measurement issues will likely occur if

cost-benefit analysis in particular is to be performed,
since it is often difficult to place a price on the benefit
of an intervention .

As an alternative to cost-benefit

analysis, cost-effectiveness analysis compares the costs of
alternative programs designed to accomplish similar objectives.
Once definitions and quantifiable measures have been
decided upon, the evaluation may continue with the use of
the appropriate experimental design.

Typically, the quasi-

experiment is used to test groups who are already formed to
receive the training .

Occasionally, the random experiment

will be implemented, allowing true cause and effect to be
assigned .
The key to improving evaluation research lies in improving its measurement systems.

It is crucial that these

systems be developed within the training or treatment
program, rather than be developed by hindsight.

The systems

should be standardize d within each program so that every
subject (trainee or client) becomes part o f a unitary data
base.

The measurement then becomes an integral part of

treatment, and e valuations can more
the status of training or treatment.

r~adily

be made concerning
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Improved measurement systems could help reduce the
friction between evaluators and managers who would then not
have to decide upon the program objectives, definitions, and
outcome measures at the time of the evaluation, since these
would already be part of the program.

Program adjustments

could be made on an on-going basis before the program had
gotten "into trouble."
Lastly, as measurement systems become more sophisticated,
evaluators could perform the evaluation on the basis of
archival information without having to manipulate on-going
programs.
In spite of the many problems surrounding evaluation
research, Campbell ( 1975) states, ''The United States.

.

should be ready for an experimental approach to social
reform, an approach in which we try out new programs designed
to cure specific problems, in which we learn whether or not
these programs are effective, and in which we retain, imitate, modify, or discard them on the basis of apparent
effectiveness on the multiple imperfect criteria available''
(Campbell, 1975, 71).

Gurel (1975) adds that there is hope

for the future of evaluation research because of public
pressure for accountability in human services.

As models

and systems of evaluation are developed, they will be
applicable to programs in many areas, including the evaluation of training.
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FOCUS OF STUDY
This study will focus upon the formulation of a design
to evaluate the effects of a training program for bank loan
officers.

The training program, sold to banks nationwide,

was designed by a company which specializes in bank training.
The program trains bank employees in the writing of commercial loans to businesses.

This training is intended to

improve the employee's ability to write commercial loans,
thereby increasing the number of such loans made and decreasing the overall commercial loan charge-off rate.

There are

several reasons why it might be safe to assume that loan
charge-offs would decrease and loan volumes would increase
with training.

Training should increase the loan officers'

willingness to lend by increasing their efficiency and speed
in analyzing loans and improve their ability to justify
complex loans, both of which would increase loan volume .
Training should also improve the loan officers' skill at
structuring credit to write better loans and improve their
ability to monitor loans once written, both of which would
aid in preventing loans from turning into losses (chargeoffs) .

Therefore, if

cha~ge-off

rates are significantly less

for these banks or types of loans which have been trained,
or if the loan volume is significantly more, it can be said
that training has been effe ctive .
While this study examined the financial benefits of
training according to bank financial statements, i t is not
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a cost-benefit study because the cost of training was not
determined or compared to the financial benefits .

However,

the study is an evaluation of the organizational level of
effects (see page 35), because the impact of training on the
banks as organizations, according to their year-end financial
statements, was examined.

This study did not include the

other evaluation levels of trainee reactions to the course,
their amount of learning, the direct effect of training
on the individual's job behavior, or the ultimate value of
training by comparing the costs of training to the financial
status of the bank.
The main purpose of this study, however, was not to
examine the organizational effects of training per se, but
to develop an evaluation tool for discovering these effects.
Three types of comparisons were made.

Each of ·these compari-

sons was assessed for its contribution to understanding the
effects of training on bank loan finances .
BlliOD

Design
Bank loan volumes and charge-offs were systematically
examined to devise a method of evaluating the effectiveness
of training bank loan officers.
in three ways:

This training was evaluated

(a) by comparing loan volumes and charge-

offs between trained and untrained banks along a time series;
(b) by comparing loan volumes and charge-offs within trained
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banks among types of loans and to an untreated control group
of untrained banks; and (c) by looking for a relationship
between commercial loan volume and commercial charge-offs
and the number of trained employees a bank has, how long
they had been trained, and the bank•s overal l loan volume
and charge-offs for all types of loans.

Each comparison

will be discussed below.
Control Series Between Trained and Untrained Banks
The purpose of this approach was to look for training
effects by comparing loan volumes and loan charge-offs
between trained and untrained banks while controlling for
economic trends.
(Cook

Using an untreated control group design

& Campbell, 1979, 103), trained and untrained banks

were compared along a time series; that is, several pretraining and posttraining observations were made.

Comparing

the trained and untrained banks along a time series helps
control for the effects of history, since economic fluctuations which affect loans will affect both trained and
untrained banks.

Thus, if the commercial loan volume is

substantially higher in trained banks, or if the commercial
loan charge- offs are substantially lower in trained banks,
training may be said to be effective.
Analy sis Across Loan Types, Trained and Untrained Banks
The purpose of this approach was to show dif ferences
between commercial loan volumes and charge-offs and other
types of loan volumes and charge-offs.

This was accomplished
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within a non equivalent dependent variables design (Cook &
Campbell, 1979, 118) and may be thought of as a multiple
baseline across behaviors.

Within trained banks, charge-offs

for commercial and industrial, real estate, individual, and
financial loans were compared to each other, and to the same
loan types in the untrained control group before and after
training .

By examining each loan type separately, it is

possible to determine if commercial loans differ from other
types of loans in trained banks.

By adding an identical

analysis of a control group, it is possible to determine
whether the trend of these differences occurs naturally or
whether training has had a significant impact on commercial
loans.

Because the training involves only commercial loans,

commercial loan volumes and charg€-offs may be expected to
differ from other volumes and charge-offs within trained and
between untrained banks.
Strength of Training Effect
The purpose of this approach was to examine the magnitude of changes in commercial loan volumes and charged-off
loans as a function of how long the employees had been
trained and the proportion of trained employees to total
loan volume.
Product Moment correlations were calculated between loan
volumes arid charge-offs by dividing two number-of-trainingsets-purchased by each bank figures by the dollar amount of
deposits of that bank in 1979.

The first training set pur-

chase figure was the number of training sets purchased by
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each bank in 1979 only.

The second figure was the total

number of sets purchased through 1979 and 1980.

These figures

were then correlated with the commercial loan volumes and
charge-offs for 1980.
Subjects
The training company which sells the loans course supplied a list of banks to whom they have sold training
packages.

Bank involvement with the course ranged from the

purchase of one training set for one individual (which includes five books) to the purchase of many training sets
plus consulting time.
Banks were categorized according to their involvement
with training along the following purchase dimension:

(a)

the purchase of 1 training set; (b) 2 - 9 sets; (c) 10 - 19
sets; (d) 20-29 sets; (e) 30 - 49 sets; (f) 50 - 99 sets;
and (g) 100 -

322 sets .

This dimension was used to designate

well-trained banks versus banks not well-trained.

These

particular categories were chosen because they followed the
breakdown of sales data used by the training company.
All banks in the sales list were then determined to be
over or under $100 million in deposits, to designate banks
as large or small banks.

This information was provided by

the American Banker Guide to the First 5000 Banks with Leading
Thrift Institutions (1980), which ranks banks according to
dollar amount of deposits .
Finally, banks were categorized by the financial quarter
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in which training was sold.

The quarters break down as

follows: first quarter - January, February, and March; second
quarter - April, May, and June; third quarter - July, August,
and September; and fourth quarter - October, November, and
December.

All sales to banks used in this study took place

between September, 1979 and December, 1980; thus, in all
there were six quarters in which training was sold.
In summary, the banks were categorized by (a) the number of training sets sold; (b) the dollar amount of deposits
(over or under $100 million) ; and (c) the quarter in which
training was sold.

A matrix of the above breakdown showing

the number of banks in each category is shown in Appendix A.
The experimental group sample was then chosen by selecting banks who bought training in the fourth quarter (October
through Decemb e r) of 1979.

As may be seen in the matrix

(Appendix A), this quarter had the largest represe nt atio n
of training sets sold for each set category (1, 2 - 9, 10 19, etc.) and each size category (over or under $100 million
in d eposi ts) .

In addition, the selection of banks which

purchased training in the fourth quarter of 1979 lent itself
well to time series analysis for 1979 an d 1980.

One hundred

banks were chosen from the total of 194 that fell into this
category.

All such banks which had purchased 20 or more

sets were chosen.

The remainder (68 banks) were chosen by

randomly se le cti ng roughly one-half of the number in eac h
category, to achieve the total 100 expe rimental group banks .
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The control group was chosen by first listing the experimental group banks by state and designating whether these
were large (over $100 million) or small (under $100 million)
banks.

An equal number of banks of comparable size was

then chosen state by state from the American Banker Guide to
the First 5000 Banks (l980)for the control group.

This pro-

cedure was done to control for economic variations due to
geographical location and bank size.

The procedures for

choosing the control group banks follow.
To randomly choose the control group banks by state, ·the
number of banks listed for each state in the American Banker
Guide was determined.

This number was divided by the number

of banks in the corresponding state in the experimental group.
For example, there were 134 banks listed for the state of
California in the Guide.

Eight banks in California were

listed in the experimental group.

Therefore, to select

eight California banks for the control group, 134 was divide d
by 8, equaling approximately 16.

Every sixteenth bank was

chosen, eliminating all banks which had purchased training
in any quarter.

If the sixteenth bank listed was a trained

bank, the next bank was chosen.

To match for bank size,

every sixteenth bank was listed until the size categories
were filled.

As one category was filled, the next appropri-

ate size bank after the sixteenth bank was chosen for the
other category.

For example, for California, there were

seven banks over $100 million and on e bank under $100 million
in the experimental group.

In choosing the control group,
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every sixteenth bank was chosen to be slotted into either
category.

As the categories filled,

the next bank after

the sixteenth bank of the appropriate size was chosen.

This

process was conducted for every state which had corresponding
banks in the experimental group .

In all, 37 states plus the

District of Columbia had banks in the experimental group.
In three cases, banks from nearby states were chosen due to
the fact that there was not a correct corresponding bank
size or because all the banks listed in the Guide for the
state were trained.
There was no determination of whether any of the 100
banks in the control group had purchased commercial loan
training from any other training company or whether they had
conducted their own in-house training.
Measures
Regulatory Agencies and Classifications of Commercial Banks
This study d epended upon archival data filed from commercial banks with their governing agencies.

All of the

data in this study was obtained through publicly accessible
sources which are required by law to make certain documents
availabl e for public insp ec tion.

In order to understand the

archival data which was us e d in this study, it is necessary
to describe briefly the regulatory agencies which supervise
th e flow of money in commercial banks.
Commercial banks are banks which provide c h ecking
accounts for depositor s (Dahlberg, 1962, 45).

There are
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four classes of commercial banks:

state banks, national

banks, member banks, and nonmember banks (Dahlberg, p.

91).

State banks are chartered by individual states and come
under the regulation of the State Banking Departments.
National banks emerged in 1863 when Congress created a
national currency and a system of nationally chartered banks
due to the inadequacy of the state bank system at the time
of the Civil War.

The Office of the Comptroller of the

Currency was established at the time to regulate and charter
the national banks, and supervise the currency (Baughn
Walker,

&

1978, 1050).

The classifications of "member" or "nonmember" refer to
membership to the Federal Reserve.

State-chartered banks

have the option of becoming members, but nationally chartered
banks are required to become members.
State Banking Departments.

The purpose of the State

Banking Departments is to charter, examine, and regulate
state-chartered commercial banks and mutual savings banks
(Baughn

& Walker, p. 1060).

Their advantages lie in their

geographic affiliation with their banks and proximity to
their communities, enabling them to be more responsive and
flexible to the needs of the people.

The decentralization

of the State Banking Departments, however, makes it more
difficult to coordinate nationwide efforts in education
and banking structure matters (Baughn & Walker, p. 1065).
The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC).
The OCC charters and regulates national banks, and is the
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only federal agency with the power to do so.

It is inter-

ested in allowing enough banks to operate so that there are
competitive alternatives, but not so many that none c an
grow large enough to offer a full range of services (Baughn &
Walker, p. 1051).

The OCC also examines every national bank

to determine whether the bank is solvent (assets exceeding
liabilities, Dahlberg, p. 71), liquid (can provide cash on
demand) , and operating within banking laws (Baughn & W a lker~
p. 1093).

The Federal Reserve Bank.

The Federal Reserve Bank was

established by the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 and was
designed to regulate the volume and flow of money and credit
(Dahlberg, p. 99).

Before the Federal Reserve was estab-

lished, it was common for banks to have inadequate reserves
(money set aside to meet liabilities) because too much money
was lent out.

When this occurred, money panics

res~lted,

causing banks to reduce their outstanding loans, which hurt
business.

The Federal Reserve Act mandated that banks must

hold minimum reserves to avoid panics.

Furthermore, it

provided additional reserves for times of crisis.
When the Federal Reserve system was established, all
banks who wanted to join were required to transfer their own
reserves to the Federal Reserve.

By so doing, the Federal

Reserve was able to immobilize the reserves or us e them as
a basis for credit.
The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve sets the
reserve requirements and supervises the twelve regional
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Federal Reserve banks (Dahlberg, p. 99).

The twelve regional

banks "hold the member bank reserve accounts . . . operate the
nation's basic check collection system . . . provide a flexible
supply of currency . . . make loans to member banks, and
examine state- chartered member banks" (Dahlberg, p. 100) .
The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC).

The

FDIC was created by the Banking Act of 1933 after the collapse of thousands of banks in the Depression era.

Its

purpose was to restore public confidence in the banking system.

As a totally self-sustaining insurance corporation,

deriving no funds from Congress (Garcia, 1962, 238), it
insures the deposits in 98% of the nation's commercial banks
and 69% of its mutual savings banks (Baughn & Walker,
p.

1078).
National banks are required to belong to both the

Federal Reserve and the FDIC; state banks have the option of
joining with each.

Most nonmember state banks, however, do

join the FDIC, subject to its approval.
Summary.

The supervision of the national- and state-

chartered banks breaks down as follows.

All national banks

are supervised by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, and are required to join the Federal Reserve and the
FDIC.

State banks are usually supervised dually, by their

State Banking Departments and by either the Federal Reserve,
if they are members, or by the FDIC, if they are nonmembers.
The very small number of nonmember state banks who have not
joine d

the FDIC ar e supervised only by their State Banking

De partme nts.
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Bank holding companies .

One final aspect of banking

structure which needs defining is that of bank holding companies.

A bank holding company "is a corporation that

controls one or more banks in the Unted States" (Baughn

&

Walker, p. 27) . and owns "25% or more of any class of voting
stock of a bank" (Baughn

& Wa:lker, p. 1070) .

Banks controlled

by holding companies hold about 68.2% of all money in banks
in the United States (Baughn

& Walker, p. 1050).

Holding companies have some advantages over independent
banks.

Local community banks are maintained while the hold-

ing company has a larger borrowing limit and wider financial
options.

While interstate banking is illegal, there are

extended (though not unlimited) geographical boundaries to
holding companies, allowing banks in different states, such
as First Security Bank of Utah and First Security Bank of
Idaho, to be affiliated with the same holding company, First
Security.
Bank holding companies are regulated by the Federal
Reserve, for its banking business, and the Securities and
Exchange Commission, for its sale of stock to the public.
Sources and Description of Bank Data
There are five major sources of bank data.

These are

the FDIC, the Federal Reserve, the Office of the Comptroller
of the Currency, the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC), and the private publishing firm, Alex Sheshunoff and
Company, which publishes many forms of bank analyses.

The
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information available from each and how it is obtained wi ll
be discussed.
The FDIC.

The FDIC was the primary data source for the

data used in this study.

Quarterly, national and nonmember

banks must file a Consolidated Report of Condition form with
the FDIC.

(A copy of the form is attached as Appendix B.)

This report, also called the quarterly call, itemizes the
bank's assets, liabilities, equity capital, and other miscellaneous data.

It also includes sections called "Schedules"

which detail the various banking business results.

Sched-

ule A contains a breakdown of the loan volume by types of
loan.

Information in Schedule A was used in this study to

perform the analyses for loan volume for the three comparisons discussed in the Designs section.
Any bank which has over $300 million in ass e ts is also
required to file the Consolidated Large Bank Suppleme nt to
the Report of Conditions.

The Large Bank Supplement includes

a summary of the loan volume information as prepared for the
Report of Conditions, plus other information on loans and
securities.

Included in this information is a summary of

the loan loss experience, with charge-offs by type of loan.
A charge- off is "the action of transf e rring an a c count from
accounts receivable to ' Suspense' or 'Profit and Loss'
accounts.

It is the result of the recognition of the

change in value of an asset .

Thus, an account r e ceivable

which has proven not to be collectable may be charge d off"
(Davids, 1978 , 43) .

(A copy of the Consolidated Lar ge Bank
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Supplement is attached as Appendix C.)

The Large Bank Sup-

plement supplied the data in this study for the analyses
performed on the charge-offs in the three comparisons in
the Designs section.
The FDIC has on file the quarterly calls and the Large
Bank Supplements for all national and state nonmember banks.
Requests for information are made to the Data Base Section
of the FDIC in Washington, D.C.
appears in Appendix D.)

(The complete address

The request must include the name

of the bank , ·the city and state, and the quarter and year
of the requested reports.
be requested.

Any past quarter of any year may

A fee of $1.00 for the first call and 259

thereafter is charged, but there is no limit on the number
of reports which may be requested.
The Federal Reserve.

The Federal Reserve has the same

data available as the FDIC, but has it for state-chartered
member banks.

National banks can

be distinguished fro m

other banks because they all have the "National" in their
titles, or are followed by the letters "N.A." for "National
Association."

However, there is no way to distinguish a

state-chartered bank by its title.

If the bank is known to

be a state-chartered, member bank, requests may be sent to
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve in Washington,
D.C.

(The complete address appears in Appendix D.)

Other-

wise, the request should be sent to the Data Base Section
of the FDIC.

Because these agencies work closely tog et her ,

requests which cannot be filled by one unit will be t ransf e rred
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to the appropriate office.
is

50~

The fee at the Federal Reserve

per call report.

It is important to note that for both the FDIC and the
Federal Reserve, the data described here must be requested
of the appropriate Washington, D.C. offices only.

Regional

offices which exist around the country are not equipped to
handle such requests.
The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC).
Although the OCC regulates and supervises all national banks,
it obtains most of its data from the Reports of Condition
filed with the FDIC.

National banks over $300 million in

assets must also file what is called the OCC Special Report.
This report contains information on loans including the
dollar amount of past due loans for each loan type.

However,

this report is not readily available to the public because
of a section which lists the past due loans to executive
officers within each bank's own organization.
The OCC compiles the financial data from the quarterly
call reports to produce what is called peer group data.

Peer

group data gives means and percentile rankings for banks
classified together by (a) the dollar amount of resources,
(b) the operation of the banks as branch systems or unit
systems, and (c) the location of the banks in urban or rural
areas (Heimann, 1979, 1).

No individual banks are named

in peer group data to prevent any indication of ranking by
the OCC; however, individual banks, using their own data,
may use peer group data to compare themselves to their p ee rs.
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This data also provides an overall summary of the economic
conditions for any given geographical region by bank size.
Peer group data uses arithmetic means and ·p ercentile
rankings to classify its data.

The means are calculated by

adding the financial categories across banks together, such
as the dollar amount of automobile loans, and dividing . by
the number of banks .

Individual banks may then compare

themselves to the peer means for any financial category .
The percentile rankings are calculated by arranging the
individual bank ratios from highest to lowest in value and
ass igning a numerical value from 99 to 0 dependin g on its
position.

The percentile rankings show the standing of that

ratio within the peer group.

Individual banks may compare

their ratios to the peer percentile rank.
The peer group data was obtained for this study to
provide background information and baseline data fo r geographical economic trends.

It may be obtained by writing to the

Comptroller of the Currency in Washingto n, D. C.

(The com-

plete address appears in Appendix D.)
The S ecuriti es and Exchange Commission (SEC).

The SEC

is responsible for regulating all businesses or organi zations
which sell stock to the public.

Bank holdin g companies,

then , fall under their supervision .

In comp liance with SEC

r egulations, bank holding companies are r e quired to fi l e
annual reports, called Form 10-K, with the Commission .
Include d in these reports is a complete loan portfolio
s howin g t h e types of loans given for the year of file and
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the previous four years.

A table of loans which have been

charged off, broken down by loan type, is also supplied.
An example is shown as Table 1 on page 62.

The 10-K forms

may be obtained by visiting one of the fo ur SEC Public Reference Rooms (listed in Appendix D) or by writing to the
Public Reference Station in Washington, D.C .

(See Appendix

D for the complete address.)
Alex Sheshunoff and Company.

The Sheshunoff Company is

a private publishing firm s pecializin g in bank rat i o analyses.

They publish annual documents which include every bank

and savings and loan institution in the United States .

The

Sheshunoff materials use the quarterly call reports as their
data base.

An advantage of using the Sheshunoffs is that

they are compl ete and perform many analyses.

A disadvantage

is their inaccessab ility as most librari es do n ot carry
them.

They are primarily so ld to marketing d epartments

within banks which would not ordinarily be accessible to the
public.

A

sample page is shown in Table 2.

(The publisher's

address is listed in Appendix D.)
Specialized libra ri es .

Regional bra nc hes of t h e State

Banking Departme nts, Federal Res erve, FDIC , and OCC often
have libraries which are ope n to the public.

These libraries

may co ntain such informatin as the call reports for banks
in their r egio n, the Sheshunoff docume nts, or annual r epo r ts
which are published by bank holding compani es for their
stockholde r s .

The librari es generall y will have only the

bank data for their regions.

Therefore, fo r any type of

Table 1
SEC Form 10-K

(in millions)

Reserve for Loan Losses

1978

1977

$8,128

$7,256

7,600

1976

1975

6,795

$6,435
6,356

$6,277
6,496

$6,797
6,695

91.9

91.3

100.5

90.7

84.5

2.9

1.8

12.8

3.5

1.0

14.1
9.3

19.0

5.0

Other loans to financial institutions

11.4
.2

16 . 4

15.2

.3

Commercial and industrial loans

14.0

9.9

8.9

Loans to individuals
All other domestic loans ·

12.1

11.6

17 . 6
10.5

.1

10.9
.2

18.1
13 . 1

.3

1.0

International loans

17.1

8.8

10.4

7.3

.6
1.3

57.8

55.0

79.4

63.2

31.3

Total loans at year end
Average total loans

.. .

1974

Reserve for loan losses:
Balance beginning of year
Charge-offs:
Real estate loans
Real estate investment trusts

Total charge-offs

m
tv
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national data search, it is advisable to contact the Washington, D.C. offices as the primary data sources and use the
regional libraries for more detailed types of regional
information.
The Use of the Data in the Designs
This study relies on the use of archival data in conjunction with the appropriate designs to determine the
effects of training on the financial status of banks.
Control series between trained and untrained banks.
Using the Reports of Condition and Large Bank Supplements
requested of the FDIC, the loan volumes and charge-offs for
commercial loans were recorded for the year-ends of 1979 and
1980, for both the experimental and the control group .
the mean loan volumes and charge-off

Next,

for all banks within

the control group were determined for each year-end.

That

is, the mean of commercial loan volumes and commercial loan
charge-offs were obtained by adding corresponding years
together and dividing by the number of banks.

This process

yielded two figures, each representing the mean commercial
loan volume and mean commercial loan charge-offs for the
year-ends of 1979 and 1980.

It also gave a picture of

general economic trends for two years in untrained banks by
showing overall increases and decreases in commercial loan
volumes and charge-offs.
Next, the experimental group underwent the same process.

Two mean figures were obtained representing 1979 and

1980.

The trend of increases and decreases in commercial
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loan volumes and charge-offs were compared to the control
group.

Because all training was sold in the last quarter

of 1979, the comparative analysis was performed separately
for the 1979 and 1980 figures.

Differences between the

groups were tested for significance through the use of a
split plot analysis of variance, SPF2.2 (Kirk, 1968, 245).
Analysis across loan types, trained and untrained banks.
The first comparison assessed the differences between trained
and untrained banks on commercial loans.

This design allowed

the determination of whether commercial loan volumes and
commercial loan charge-offs were less in comparison to other
types of loan volumes and charge-offs within trained banks.
The means were determined for all loan types (real estate,
financial institutions, and individual) in the same manner
that the commercial loan volumes and charge-offs were
figured in the previous design.
to the commercial loan means.
ance (Kirk, 1968, 283)

w~s

These means were compared
An SPF2.24 analysis of vari-

used to determine whether there

was a significant difference between commercial loans and
other types of loans for both the volume and charge-off rate.
Next, means for all categories of loans in the control
group were determined in the same manner.

That is, a mul-

tiple comparison across loan types was examined for untrained
banks for both the loan volume and charge-off rate.

This

data was analyzed graphically and with the use of a SPF2.24
analysis of variance.
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Strength of training effect.

An analysis was made of

the relationship between the number of trained employees
and (a) the dollar amount of loans written, and (b) the
commercial loan charge-off average per year.

This was

carried out by examining the product moment correlation
between the strength of effect (i.e., larger loan volume and
smaller charge-offs) and the number of trained employees
in a bank adjusted for dollar amount of deposits in the bank.

A substantial correlation in either comparison could indicate that training was effective and this information could
be used to suggest how much training is necessary to substantially increase loan volume or decrease charge-offs.
Procedures
The Reports of Condition and Large Bank Supplements
available from the FDIC are comput er printouts listing the
name of eac h bank, the title of the report, and the given
information .

Copies of blank reports, as the bank would

use to file, accompany the printouts to act as guides for
interpretation of the printout information.
To use the reports, all banks were categorized as
either untrained or trained banks.

The trained banks wer e

divided into their respective training purchase categories
as listed in the Subjects section.
Next, using the data sheet as seen in Appendix E, the
information for each bank was collected.

The first inf or-

mation entered was loan volumes from Schedule A, including
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volumes of real estate loans, loans to financial institutions, commercial and industrial loans, and individual loans.
For banks with foreign offices, this involved finding Schedule A in the printout and the column titles "A" for "Consolidated Bank," which was the sum of loans given in domestic
and foreign offices.

Columns B, which showed domestic loans,

and C, which showed foreign loans, were not used.

(See

Table 3 for an example and Appendix B for the key to columns . )
The data for each loan type was entered directly except in
the case of commercial and industrial loans.

Commercial and

industrial are broken down into two subcategories, loans to
U.S. addresses and to non-U.S. addresses.

These two sub-

categories were summed to obtain the commercial and industrial loan total.

Three other loan types, real estate,

financial, and individual, also contained subcategories,
but these were already summed on the

pri~tout,

and these

sums were the figures used.
For banks with no foreign offices, it was only necessary
to find Schedule A on the printout and enter the information
directly onto the data sheet.

All necessary summations of

subcategories were provided in these printouts.

(See

Table 4 for an example, and Appendix B, Report of Conditions,
for columns key.)
Next, the Consolidated Large Bank Supplement section
was found. Section D of the Larg e Bank Supplement contains
the summary of loan loss experience.

Question 4, column A,

contains the charge-off information.

For banks with foreign
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Table 3
Schedule A, Report of Conditions
Bank with Foreign Offices

Item

AlA

Amount

Item

305.223

DOMEST I C

Amount

AlAB

121.049

AlBB

0

A1ClB

36.972

AlC2B

83 . 182

A1DlB

0

AlD2B

235

AlEB

63.785

SUM

305.223

Al C

0

A2AC

0

44 . 730

A2B1A

0

A2BlB

0

A2BlC

0

A2B2A

18 . 992

A2B2B

0

A2B2C

0

A2C lA

0

A2ClB

0

A2ClC

0

A2C2A

65 . 872

A2C2B

0

A2C2C

6 3 . 498

A2DA

36.420

A2DB

36 . 470

A2DC

0

A2EA

41.132

A2EB

39.132

A2FC

2 . 000

207. 146

SUM

A3AA

10.254

A3AB

44 . 730 ·

Amount

A2AA .

SUM

A2AB

Item

141. 648
10.254

SUM

65 . 498

A3AC

( co nti nue d next page)

0
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Table 3 (continued)

Item

Amount

A3BA

10.909

A4A

6 . 987

Amount

Item

Amount

A3BB

10.909

A3BC

0

A4B

6.522

A4C

Item

375

A5AA

559.596

A5AB

559.596

A5AC

0

A5BA

68.264

A5BB

11

A5BC

68.253

A6A

267.037

DOMESTIC
A6AB

A6A
50.760

A6BlB

106.581

A6B2B

2.860

A6ClB

20.730

A6C2B

7

A6DB

941

A6EB

5.028

A6FB

80.130

SUM

0

267.037

A7AA

17.048

A7AB

0

A7AC

17.048

A7BA

18.922

A7BB

18.922

A7BC

0

A8A

1. 471. 296

A8B

1320.122

A8C

151 . 174

A9A

14.303

A9B

14.303

A9C

0

A10A

1. 456.993

A10B

1305 . 819

AM1B

7.184

A10C

151. 174
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Table 4
Schedule A, Report of Conditions
Bank with No Foreign Offices

Item

Amount

AlA

65.156

AlB

8 . 526

Item

Amount

A2E

835

SUM

9.077

Item

Amount

!1.188

A6D
A6E

-

8.430

AlCl

27 . 632

A3A

8.500

A6F

5.674

AlC2

224 .191

A3B

145

SUM

144.720

AlDl

433

AlD2

9.579

A4

25.808

AlE

148.224

A5

317.409

SUM

483 . 741
A6A

58.762

A7

16.173

A2A

8.242

A6Bl

49.448

A2B

0

A6B2

0

A8

l. 005 . 573

A2C

0

A6Cl

8.223

A9

5.375

A2D

0

A6C2

8.995

AlO

l. 000.198

offices it was necessary to sum the subcategories for loans
to financial institutions and commercial and industrial
loans to obtain the total for each category .

For the other

categories, the total was already available.

For banks

with no foreign offices, it was possible to enter the
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information directly onto the data sheet.

(See Table 5

for an example and Appendix C, the Large Bank Supplement,
for the key to the columns.)
Table 5
Consolidated Large Bank Supplement, Section D, Charge-offs
(Bank with foreign offices, below dott ed line)

Item

Amount

Item

Amount

D4AlA

0

D4AlB

0

D4A2A

0

D4A2B

0

D4A3A

0

D4A3B

0

D4A4A

0

D4A4B

0

D4A5A

0

D4A5B

0

D4A6A

0

D4A6B

0

-------------------------------------------D4BlA

0

D4BlB

0

D4B2AA

0

D4B2AB

0

D4B2BA

105

D4B2BB

4

D4B3AA

2 .103

D4B3AB

2.773

D4B3BA

0

D4B3BB

0

D4B4A

991

D4B4B

544

D4B5A

0

D4B5B

0

D4B6A

0

D4B6B

5

D4B7A

3.199

D4B7B

3.326
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Because a bank must have at least $300 million in
assets to be involved, not all call reports included the
Large Bank Supplement.

For these banks, only loan volume

information was obtained .
Next, the dollar amount of deposits in 1979 -was obtained
for each bank in the experimental group from the American
Banker Guide to the First 5000 Banks and entered on the data
sheet.
In summary, the data sheet contained the following information for e~ch bank and each year (1979 and 1980) :

an

indication of trained versus untrained banks, with the number
of training sets sold to trained banks; loan volumes for
real estate, financial, commercial, and individual loans;
charge-offs for real estate, financial, commercial, and
individual loans; and the 1979 dollar amount of deposits.
Next, this data was entered into the University's Burroughs 6700 computer and analyzed using the Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS).

The routines of

SPF2.2 ANOVA, and SPF2.24 ANOVA, and Pearson Product Moment
Correlation were used (Headley, 1980).

The results were

combined according to the appropriate categories of year,
group, and loan type in order to make the necessary interpretations.
RESULTS
Because loan volumes represent the dollar amount of
loans written and contribute to a bank's assets, it is
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desirable to have high loan volume rates.

Conversely,

charge-offs represent the dollar amount of defaulted,
uncollectable loans which contribute to a bank's losses;
therefore,it is desirable to have low charge-off rates.
Control Series Between Trained and Untrained Banks
Commercial loan volumes and charge-offs for trained and
untrained banks for 1979 and 1980 were analyzed by deter~roup

mining the means for each

and testing the differences

among them by the use of an SPF2.2 analysis of variance.
Tables 6 and 7 present the means for each group.
The only significant difference in each analysis was
between the years 1979 and 1980, without regard to training;
for volume, F (1, 152)
F (1, 76)

=

=

4.821, p < .05; and for charge-offs,

2.10, p < .05.

These differences show that

while there is yearly change in both volumes and chargeoffs, there is no real difference between trained and
untrained banks with regard to commercial loans.
Analysis Across Loan Types, Trained and Untrained Banks
Loan volumes and charge-offs for real estate, financial,
commercial, and individual loans in 1979 and 1980 were
analyzed by determining the means for each and analyzing
the differences with an SPF2.24 analysis of variance.
Table 8 pre s e nts the means for e ach category within
trained and untrained banks for loan volume.
sents the same analysis for loan charge-offs.
and 3 present the data.

Table 9 preFigur e s 2
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Table 6
Commercial Loan Charge-off Means for Trained and Untrained Banks
1979 and 1980, in Thousands of Dollars

1979

1980

untrained

4812

6781

5796.5

trained

5120

7485

6302.5

4966

7133

Table 7
Commercial Loan Volume Means for Trained and Untrained Banks
1979 and 1980, in Tens of Millions of Dollars

1979

1980

untrained

101

120

110.5

trained

120

132

126.0

110.5

126.0
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Table 8
Loan Volume Means for 1979 and 1980, Trained and
Untrained Banks, in Tens of Millions of Dollars
1979

1980

real estate

90

102

96

financial

30

32

31

commercial

101

120

110 . 5

individual

44

45

44.5

real estate

54

63

58.5

financial

24

26

25

commercial

120

132

126

individual

41

41

41

63

70.12

Untrained

Trained

Table 9
Charge-off Means for 1979 and 1980, Trained and
Untrained Banks, in Thousands of Dollars
1979

1980

417

77

247.0

0

0

0

commercial

4812

6781

5796.5

individual

3949

7720

5834 . 5

real estate

870

621

745.5

financial

197

457

327.0

commercial

5120

7485

6302.5

individual

4780

6100

5440 . 0

2518.125

3655.125

Untrained
real estate
financial

Trained
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Loan Volume
There were four significant effects among the means for
the loan volumes of trained and untrained banks.

These were

(a) for year without regard to training or loan type,
F ( 1, 152)

=

20, 015. 97, p < . 01 (see Table 10); (b) for loan

type without regard to training or year, F (3, 456)

=

66.17,

p < .01 (see Table 11); (c) for trained versus untrained by
year (1979 and 1980),F (1, 152)

=

6702.08, p < .01 (see

Table 12); and (d) for year (1979, 1980) by loan type without regard to training, F (3, 156)

=

2.80, p < .05 (see

Table 13).
Table 10 ·
Loan Volume Means without Regard to Training or
Loan Type in Tens of Millions of Dollars

1980

1 979
63.00

70.12

Table 11
Loan Volume Means Without Regard to Training or Year
in Tens of Millions of Dollars
real estate

71.00

financial

27.31

commercial

120.03

individual

42.35
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Table 12
Loan Volume Means, Trained and Untrained by Year,
Without Regard to Training in
Tens of Millions of Dollars

1979

1980

untrained

66.25

74.75

70.5

trained

59.75

65 . 50

62 . 6

62 . 25

69.06

Table 13
Loan Volume Means by Loan Type and Year, Without Regard
to Training, in Tens of Millions of Dollars

1979

1980

real estate

67 . 85

78.00

72.93

financial

26.31

28.31

27.31

commercial

112.69

127 . 38

120.04

individual

42.15

42 .54

42.35

62.25

69 .06
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These results show that there are di ffe rences between the
years overall which are maintained when the years are further
broken down into trained versus untrain e d groups.

These

differences are not maintained when the groups are broken
down into loan types .

Conversely, the results also show

that there are differences which exist among all loan types
when the trainedand untrained groups are combined, and that
these differences are maintained when further broken down
by year.

The differences are not maintained, however, when

the loan types are separated out by trained and untrained
groups.
Charge-offs
There were three significant effects for the chargeoffs of trained and untrained banks.

These were . (a) . for

year without regard to training, F (1, 76) = 20.783 , p < . 01
(see Table 13); (b) for group (trained and untrained) by
year (1979, 1980), F (3, 228) = 69.5975, p < .01 (see
Table 15); and (c) for year (1979 , 1980) by loan type, without regard to training, F (3, 228)
Table 16) .

=

279 . 665, p < .01 (see

These results show that the differences between

years were maintained when the charge-offs were further
broken down either by group (trained versus untrained) or
by loan type (trained and untrained combined) but not by
both.
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Table 14·
Charge-off Means by Years Without Regard to Training
or Loan Type in Thousands of Dollars

1~79

1980

2518.125

3585.125

Table 15
Charge-off Means by Year and Group Without Regard
to Loan Type in Thousands of Dollars

1979

1980

untrained

2244 . 50

3644 . 50

2944.50

trained

2741.75

3665.75

3203.75

2550.05

3657.58

Table 16
Charge-off Means by Year and Loan Type Without Regard
to Training in Thousands of Dollars

1979

1980

643.5

349.0

496.25

98.5

228.5

163 . 50

commercial

4966 . 0

7133.0

6049.50

individual

4364.5

6910.0

5637.25

2518.1

3655.1

real estate
financial
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Percentage Comparisons
It is possible to compare the loan volumes and chargeoffs by analyzing the percentage of change from 1979 to
1980 for each loan type in trained banks, and compare these
changes to the changes in the control group.
Loan volume.

When the loan volumes for each loan type

in trained banks are compared between years, the amount of
change between the years can give some indication of the
effect of training.

Table 17 shows the percentage of change

for each loan type within trained and between untrained
banks.

From this table it may be seen that real estate loan

volumes had the greatest percentage of increase between 1979
and 1980 in trained banks, followed by commercial loans and
financial loans.

There was no change in the amount of loans

written for individuals.

As may be seen from the table, the

commercial loan volumes in untrained banks had the greatest
percentage of increase from 1979 to 1980, followed by real
estate, financial, and individual loans.

It is further

shown that the percentage of increase is greater between
1979 and 1980 for commercial loans in untrained banks
(15.84%) than trained banks (9.10%).

For all other loan

types, the untrained banks show less of an increase than
trained banks between years.
Charge-offs.

The percentage of change for each loan

type between years can also be examined within trained
and between untrained banks.

Table 18 shows the means for

1979 and 1980 with the percentage of change.
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Table 17
Percentage of Change in Loan Volume Between Years,
Trained and Untrained Banks, in
Tens of Millions of Dollars

X 1979

X 1980

% change
14.29•
11.77

real estate
trained
untrained

54
90

63
102

financial
trained
untrained

24
30

26
32

7.70
6.25

commercial
trained
untrained

120
101

132
120

9.10
15.84

individual
trained
untrained

41
44

41
45

0
2.23

59.75
66.25

65.5
74.75

X= 7 . 77
X= 9.02

64 . 31

71.35

X

trained
untrained
TOTAL

=

8.40
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Table 18
Percentage of Change in Charge-offs , 1979 and 1980,
Trained and Untrained Banks, in
Thousands of Dollars

1979

1980

% change

870
417

621
77

28.62 decrease
81.53 decrease

197
0

457
0

56.89 increase
no change

5120
4812

7485
6781

31.60 increase
29.04 increase

trained
untrained

4780
3949

6100
7720

21.64 increase
48 . 47 increase

trained
untrained

2741.75
2294.50

3665 . 75
3644.50

2518.13

3655 .1 3

real estate
trained
untrained
financial
trained
untrained
commercial·
trained
untrained
individual

TOTAL
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According to this table, charge-offs, or losses, increased
for all loan types except real estate.

Financial loans had

the greatest percentage of increase, followed by commercial
and individual loans in the trained banks.

Patterns of

charge-offs in the untrained banks did not differ in that
they changed in the same direction (increase or decrease).
In untrained banks, however, individual loans had the
greatest percentage of increase between the years, followed
by commercial charge-offs.
loan charge-offs.

There was no change in financial

Commercial loan charge-offs for trained

banks increased 31.6% between 1979 and 1980, whereas
untrained banks had an increase of 29.04%.
Strength of Training Effect
An estimation of training impact was determined by
dividing the dollar amount of deposits for each trained
bank by the number of training sets purchased, yielding the
ratio of the amount of dollar deposits per training set .
The smaller the ratio, the greater impact training should
have on a bank.
Two such ratios were determined.

The first, titled

"Strength 79," compared deposits with the number of training
sets purchased in 1979 only.

The second, titled "Strength

80," compared deposits with the total number of training
sets purchased from September, 1979 to December, 1980.
Each ratio was then related to commercial loan volumes and
commercial loan charge-offs using the Pearson Product Moment
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correlation.

Table 19 shows the value obtained for each

comparison.
Table 19
Correlations Between Commercial Loan Volumes,
Charge-offs and Strength 79 and Strength 80

Strength 79

Strength 80

Volume

.83

.94

n

= 47

Charge-off

.84

.77

n

=

35

The strongest correlation, .94, is between the commercial
loan volume in 1980 and Strength 80, deposits divided by
the total number of training sets purchased.

This suggests

that the more training sets which were purchased, the
greater likelihood that commercial loan volumes will be
high.

The lowest correlation, .77, is between commercial

loan charge-offs and Strength 80.

This result indicates

that the more training sets which were purchased, the
higher the charge-off rate will be.
Comparison Between Peer Group Means and
Trained and Untrained Banks
The Office of the Comptroller peer group data described
on pages 59 -

60 provided information on economic trends for
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commercial loan volumes.

There are 23 peer groups, cate-

gorized by size, type of operation (branch system of several
bank locations within the state, or unit systems of one
location), and location (urban or rural).

Because the type

of operation and location information was not available for
the banks in this study, it was not possible to separate
the banks in this study into their appropriate peer groups
for purposes of comparison.

However, the percentage of

change between 1979 and 1980 for commercial loans in each
peer group may be compared to the percentage of change in
the banks in this study .

Table 2D shows the changes in the

trained and untrained banks in this study, while Table 21
shows the changes in commercial loans in trained and untrained banks combined.

Table 22 shows the peer group

changes between 1979 and 1980 for each peer group .

Table 20
Percentage of Change in Commercial
Loan Volume, 1979-1980

trained
untrained

1979

1980

% change

*29.97

29.57

.40 decrease

16.15

17.17

1.02 increase

*percentage to total loans in study in thousands of dollars.
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Table 21
Percentage of Change in Commercial Loans,
Trained and Untrained Banks Combined

1979

Commercial loans

*46.18

1980

46.74

% change
.56 increase

*percentage of total loans in trained and untrained banks
in thousands of dollars.

It can be seen that the percentage of change in commercial loans for the banks in this study between 1979 and
1980 is very similar to the percentages of cha ng e in the
peer groups (Table 22).

Further analysis would be possible

for individual banks if the peer group classifications for
each bank were known.

The OCC does not presently release

this information, however, since it would therefore be possible to rank individual banks in comparison to their peers.
DISCUSSION
The results showed that the measur es and/or designs
used in this study were not sufficient to determine the
effects of training for the organizational level of bank
training.
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Table 21
Percentage of Change in Commercial Loan Volumes,
Peer Groups, 1979 - 1980

Peer
Group

% change
N

1979

1980

(decrease)

1

33

*32.92

32.94

.02

2

144

32.83

33.08

.25

3

122

28 . 29

28.49

. 20

4

24

37 . 39

37 . 73

. 34

5

118

27.60

27.81

.21

6

43

34 . 76

35 . 31

. 55 (decrease)

7

36 5

23 . 32

23 . 25

.07 (decrease)

8

236

32.23

31. 10

1.13 (decrease)

9

252

33.03

31.24

l . 7 9 (decrease)

10

323

25 .91

27.06

1.15

11

32 7"

18 . 33

18.83

.50

12

443

22 . 68

23.30

.63

13

123

18.86

19.50

.64

14

169

25.54

27.86

2.32

15

272

16.17

16.99

. 82

16

446

18.54

19.19

. 65

17

120

25 . 07

25 . 89

. 82

18

353

16.80

17.15

.35

19

280

21.97

22 . 75

.78

20

780

15 . 45

15.93

.48

21

88

23.01

23.69

. 68

22

399

13.84

14 . 44

.60

23

22 1

38 . 91

40.12

1. 21

5681

X

= .3575

. *percen tage of average gross loans i n thousands of dollars.
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The Evaluation of the Designs
Three designs were used in this study:

(a) a control

series for trained and untrained banks examining commercial
loan volumes and charge-offs; (b) a comparison of four loan
types across two years for trained and untrained banks; and
(c) a strength of training design which correlated the
impact of training on the bank with commercial loan volumes
and charge-offs.
Control Series
The control series was intended to reveal differences
in commercial loans between trained and untrained banks
across 1979 and 1980.

The design revealed only that there

were differences overall between years, without regard to
training.

It did not reveal any significant training

effects.

This design may have been more useful if more

quarters were added to the series so the economic trends
versus training effects could be better separated.

Training

levels indicating categories of purchased training sets
could also have been added so that the effects of banks
which purchased several training sets could be separated
from the effects of banks which purchased only a few sets.
Comparison Across Loan Types
The purpose of this design was to compare commercial
loan volumes and charge-offs to other types of loans across
1979 and 1980.

Training effects for commercial loans were
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expected to appear for commercial loans in 1980.

The de-

sign revealed that there were overall differences between
the years and the loan types without regard to training,
and between the trained and untrained groups without regard
to the loan types.
training effects.

The design did not reveal significant
This design may have been more useful if

training levels were added as suggested for the previous
design, or if more quarters or more loan types were added.
Strength of Training
The purpose of this design was to relate the impact of
training to commercial loan volumes and charge-offs.
sets of analyses were performed.

Two

The first determined the

product moment correlation of impact in 1979 (training sets
purcha~ed

in 1979 divided by deposits) with the volume and

charge-offs of 1980; and the second determined the product
moment correlation of the impact in 1980 (total training
sets purchased in 1979 and 1980 divided by deposits) with the
volume and charge-offs of 1980.

Of the three designs in this

study, this one should have had the greatest sensitivity
because it took into account the number of training sets
purchased and the bank size.

Indeed, the correlations

between Strength 79 and volume and Strength 80 and volume
increased from .83 to .94 between 1979 and 1980.

These

results are made questionable, however, by the positive
correlation of charge-offs with training impact, which
should be negative if training was to have affected
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charge-offs (the more training, the lower the charge-off
rate).

The positive correlation (.77) between charge-offs

and training suggests that the more training sets purchased,
the greater the loan loss.
(but possible).

This is an unlikely outcome

It is more likely that the charge-off

measure was related positively with the impact of training
because of another association with training, such as the
possibility that larger banks which purchased more training
sets also had larger charge-offs due to their size.
Sensitivity of the Measures
The results of the analyses of loan volumes and chargeoffs were similar to each other in that effects were found
in both for overall differences between 1979 and 1980 and
for loan types when trained and untrained groups were combined.

These findings may be thought of as natural economic

variations across time which affect the types of loans which
are written.

The fact that significant differences between

year, group, and loan type were not found does not mean that
training had no effect, but rather that the dependent
measures may not have been sensitive enough to detect these
effects.
A second indication that the measures were not sensi-

tive enough is that the percentages of the commercial loan
volume to the total gross for the loan types involved in
this study were very similar to the peer group percentages
of commercial loans to the total volume.

Small changes in
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the volumes may have been lost within the averaging process.
It was hypothesized that as training for commercial
loans was conducted, more commercial loans would be written,
thereby increasing the commercial loan volume.
do not suggest this.

The results

Instead, the results showed no sig-

nificant difference between trained and untrained banks on
the commercial loan volume, or in the commercial loan volume
in trained banks as compared to · other types of loans in
trained banks.
There are several possible explanations as to why the
. loan volume measure did not work.

•

(a) While training may

have increased the loan officers' capability for writing
sound loans, the economy may have still determined the number and size of loans written.

In this case, the loan

volume would stay about the same, and the effects of training would show up later when fewer loans were defaulted.
The actual loan volume could even decrease if loan officers
became more careful about lending.

(b) Training on commer-

cial loans could have generalized to all types of loans
so that the effects of training could not be separated
from the effects of the economy on the bank finances.
Indeed , the result for volume showing a significant difference between trained and untrained groups by year without
regard to loan type may indicate that such an event took
place.

However, it is the case in many banks that loan

officers specialize in the various types of loans.

With

specialization, the possibility of generalization is gr e atly
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reduced.

(c) A selection problem may have been operating.

It is likely that the loan officers who received training
were the least skilled and experienced in each bank.

This

being the case, it is also likely that these loan officers
handled the smaller loans, leaving the larger, more complex
loans to the more experienced loan officers.

This situation

would result in a reduction of visible training effects
between trained and untrained banks, since the loan volume
is affected primarily by large loans.

(d) A fourth explana-

tion is that since the rate of job turnover for loan officers
is high, those trained in 1979 were not those evaluated in
1980.

There would be no difference, then, in loan volumes or

charge-offs between years except the economic variation
evident in the control group .

(e) A further explanation is

the possibility that the training sets which were purchased,
particularly if few in number, were not actually used to
train the loan officers at all, but were used for some other
purpose.

Other than assuming that banks which purchased

large numbers of sets actually instituted training, it is
not possible to determine on a global level which banks
actually used training.

(f) A final explanation involves

the training sales list and selection of the control group.
It was not known until after the study was completed that
the original sales list of banks which had purchased training
was not complete and that there were banks which purchased
training before September, 1979.

Therefore, some of the

banks in the control group might have been trained banks.
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While this may have been the case, the effects of such
contamination were probably minimal.

Small purchases of

training would have had little relative impact on the loan
volumes and charge-offs of the entire group.

Large pur-

chases of training tended to occur across time, rather than
all at once.

Therefore banks which purchased several train-

ing sets probably were listed on the sales list that was
employed in the study.

These banks would not have been

chosen for the control group.
It was also hypothesized that training would increase
the loan officers' ability to write sound loans, whether the
volume increased or not.
to be defaulted.

Sound loans will be less likely

Therefore, it was hypothesized that trained

loan officers would yield a lower commercial loan loss rate
than untrained loan officers.

One reason why the charge-off

measure did not· work may be due to the nature of the measure
itself.

Charge-offs measure the dollar amount of defaulted

loans which are no longer collectable.

It is possible that

training effects did not appear in charge-offs because of
the time delay between writing the loans and determining
which loans will be charged off.

For example, if training

occurred in December, 1979, it is possible that charged off
loans for 1980 were written before training occurred, or
that the reduced charge-offs will not appear until the 1981
reports are filed.
Another measure which may be more useful than chargeoffs is the past due loan rate.

Charge-offs are loans which
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cannot be collected; past due loans are loans whose payments
are late but still collectable.

The use of past due infor-

mation could prove to be a more sensitive measure because
the time delay between when the loan is written and when it
becomes past due is shortened .

However, past due information

may be difficult or impossible to obtain without direct
permission from the banks being studied.

The past due infor-

mation is included in the OCC Special Report to the Consolidated Report of Condition.

Although this report is confi -

dential because of the information it contains on past due
loans to executive officers, it may possibly be obtained
through the Freedom of Information Act.

Only national banks

file with the OCC; therefore, state-chartered bank reports
would not include past due information.
The Lack of Training Effects as Determined by the Designs
Because no significant differences for training were
discovered, it might be surmised that training was not
effective in improving bank finances.
is not likely the case for two reasons.

While possible, it
First, training

may be evaluated on several levels, from its effect on the
individual to its effect beyond the organization.

In this

study, training was evaluated on the organizational level.
If training were to be evaluated on other levels, such as
individual employee improvement, its effectiveness would
probably be discovered.

Second, the effectiveness of the

measures and designs used to e valuate training in this study
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may be called into question.

This implies that while train-

ing may have been effective, the test for such effectiveness
was not sensitive enough to extract it.
Design Issues
It is possibl e that elements of the designs as well as
the dependent measures contributed to the lack of significant
interactions between training and commercial loan volumes
and

char~e-offs.

First, the sample size was small--48

trained and 30 untrained banks were included in t he study.
A larger sample size including all sizes o f banks would
allow the means of each group to better represent the monetary events in banks overall.

Second, only banks which had

over $100 million in deposits were chosen, which eliminated
smaller banks for which training may have shown a greater
relative impact.

Third, there was no determinati o n of

whether the banks were branch or unit systems.

Training

which occurs in a unit system is likely to have a greater
impac t o n the f inancial status of the bank than training
which occurs in a branch system, since unit systems are
smaller and could have a higher percentage of trained
e mplo yees .

Fourth, there was no d etermi natio n of whether

any of the banks had conducted their own in-house training
of loan off i cers or whether they had purchased training f rom
another company.

If this were the case, th e control gr o up

in this st udy, untrain ed banks, would be contaminated.
Fifth, only the year-end, fo urth quarter call r epo rts were
examined for 1979 and 1980.

Examinations o f more quarters
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might reveal a more direct relationship between the onset
of training and financial improvement because the correlations of training and financial status could be examined as
they occurred together in time, rather than with a delay
between the onset of training and the eventual financial
outcomes.
Recommendations for Future Studies
This study attempted to discover a means of evaluating
the effects of loan officer training on the organizational
level of banks.

Other methods for determining such effects

could be implemented .
One such method could examine the cumulative effects
of training over time .

This would be a more detailed version

of the Strength of Effect design in this study.

Most banks

which purchased more than one training set did so across
several time intervals.

Correlations between the number of

training sets purchased per quarter and the loan volumes in
each quarter could be calculated.

It might be hypothesized

that as banks purchased more training, loan volumes would
increase and past due or charged off loans would decrease.
Another method would involve the 10-K forms published
by the Securities and Exchange Commission to look at chargeoffs.

Its advantage lies in the use of the 10-K form,

which is easily accessible and breaks down charge-offs into
loan categori e s for the most recent five years.

Such an

examination would involve determining the effects of training
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on the holding company, rather than the bank.

Such a study

would involve determining which banks belonged to which
holding companies, summing the training sets across banks,
and looking at the effects on holding companies rather than
banks.

The effects in this study, however, might be very

difficult to interpret because of the confounding variables
of different geographic locations in the holding company and
the effects of untrained banks on the holding company.
Finally, further exploration of materials published by
such firms as the Sheshunoff Company or the American Banker
Association which both specialize in the banking business
might reveal more sensitive measures for the organizational
level of training effects .
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Appendix A
Trained Bank Matrix by Bank Size, Number of Training Sets Sold,
and the Yearly Quarter in which Training was Purchased

Number of
training sets

Quarters
3-79

4-79

l - 80

2-80

3~80

4-80

Total

100-322

l

4

l

l

0

0

7

50-99

0

10

4

2

1

0

17

30-49

2

12

0

l

4

l

20

20-29

3

8

7

l

2

0

21

10-19
Deposits over
$100 million

4

14

12

5

5

1

41

10-19
Deposits under
$100 million

1

1

1

l

0

1

5

11

34

25

9

6

4

89

2

14

16

5

5

2

44

1
Deposits over
$100 million

24

47

33

ll

14

8

137

1
Deposits under
$100 million

26

50

17

11

19

5

128

74

194

116

47

56

22

509

2-9
Deposits over
$100 million
2-9
Deposits under
$100 million

TOTALS
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APPENDIX B
CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF CONDITION

NAME AND ADDRESS OF BANK

(COMMERCIAL BANK)
(Domestic and Foreign)
!Including Domestic and Foreign Subsidiaries)
(Dollar Amounu in Thousands)
ALL BANKS: RETURN ORIGINAL TO FDIC.
REPORTS ANALYSIS AND PROCESSING SECTION ,
5150 17th STREET, N .W .,
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20429

PLACE LABEL HERE

NATIONAL BANKS : ALSO SEND ONE COPY TO THE
APPROPRIATE REGIONAL ADMINISTRATOR AND
FEDERAL RESERVE DISTR ICT BANK.

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE
PREPARATION OF REPORTS OF CONDITION

CLOS E OF BUS INESS DATE

Every item and schedule must be filled in. Printed items must not be amended. Amounts which cannot properly be included in the
printed items must be entered under Other Assets or Other Liabilities.
ASSETS

c

·-

A.

1.

Cash and due from depository institutions

2.

U.S. Treas ury securities

2

3.

Obligations of other U.S. Government agencies and corporations

3

4.

Obligations of States and polit ical subdivisions in the United States

4

5.

Other bonds, notes. and debe ntu res

5

6.

Federal Reserve stock and corporate stock

6

7.
8.

Trading account securities . . . . . .
Federal fu nds sold and securities purchased unde r agreements to resell in domestiC offices of bank
and of its Edge and Agreement subsidiaries .

8

9.

a. Loans. Total (excluding unearned income!

A

10

A

9a

1----t-----'r--

b. LESS: allowance for possible loan losses .

9b

c. Loans. Net .

9c

.

.

10.

Lease fi n ancing receivables

10

11 .

Bank premises. furniture and fixtu res. and other assets representing bank premises

11

12.

Real estate owned o ther than bank p remises .

12

13.

Investments in unconsolidated subsidiaries and associated companies

13

14.

Customers' liability to this bank on acceptances outstanding

14

15.

Other assets

16.

TOTAL ASSETS .

.

.

.

.

G

.

.

.

.

.

3

(sum of i tems I thru I 5) .

15

.

.

.

.

16
FFIECOI•
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17.

Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships,
and corp orat1ons .

F

1e

A

17

Time and sav1ngs deposits of individuals, partnerships
and corp or at ions .

F

1e

B&C

18

19.

Deposits of United States Government

F

2

A,B&C

19

20.

Deposits of States and political subdivisions 1n the
United States

F

3

A,8&C

20

21 .

Deposits of foreign governments and official institutions

F

4

A,B&C

21

22.

Deposits of commercial banks

F

5&6

A,B&C

22

23.

Certified and o fficers' checks .

F

7

A .

23

24.

a. TOT AL DEPOSITS IN DOMEST IC OF FI CES (sum of i tems 17 thru 231

18.

F

8

A

24a1

2. Total time and savings deposits

F

8

B&C~-+----+-~-

24a2

FF

8

c. TOTAL DEPOSITS .

26.

24a

1. Total demand depos1ts .

b. TOTAL DEPOSI TS IN FOREIGN O FFICES AND
EDGE AND AGR EEMENT SUBSIDIAR IES

25.

1-- t - - -+-- -

24b

24c

(sum of i tems 24a and 24b)

Federal funds pu rchased and securities sold under agreement to repurchase in domestic offices
of bank and of its Edge and Agreement subsidiaries .

25

a. lnterest·bearing demand notes (note balances) issued to the U.S. T reasury

26a

b. Other liabilities for borrowed money .

.

.

26b

27.

Mortgage indebtedness and liability for capitalized leases

.

.

27

28.

Bank's liability on acceptances executed and outstanding .

.

28

29.

Other li abil ities

30.

TOTAL Ll ABI Ll Tl ES (excluding subordinated notes an d debentures) (sum o f i tems 24c thru 291

30

31 .

Subordinated notes and deben tures

31

FDI C 80 40113 ! PAGE 21

.

H

.

29

4

FFIEC 0 1•

._
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32.

Preferred stock

32a. No. of shares ou tstanding

33.

Common stock

33a. No. of shares authorized
33b. No. of shares outstanding

(par value)

32

(par value)

33

34.

Surplus .

34

35.

Undivided profits

35

36.

Reserve for contingencies and other capital reserves

36

~7 .

TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL

1.

(sum of items 32 thru 361

37

AMOUNT S OUTSTANDING AS OF REPORT DATE :
a. Standby l etters of credit
1. Standby letters of credi t , total
a. To U .S. addressees (domicile)
b. To non·U.S. addressees (domicile)
2. Amount of standby letters of credit in Memoranda item 1a 1
conveyed to others through participations
b. Time certificates of deposit in denominations of $100,000 or more in domestic offices
c. Other time deposits in amounts of $100,000 or more in domestic offices

1. U.S. addressees (domicilii)
2. Non· U.S. addressees (domicile)
2.

AVERAGE FOR 30 CALENDAR DAYS (or caJtlfldar month} ENDI NG WITH REPORT DATE:
a. Cash and due fro m depository institutions . (corresponds to Ass11ts, i tMT> 1)
b. Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell (corresponds to Ass11ts, item 81
.

c. Total loans .

. (corresponds to ASSI!ts, i tem 9e)

d. Time certi ficates of deposits in denominations of $ 100,000 or more in domestic off ices
(corresponds to Memoranda, item 1b above) ·
e. Total deposi ts .

(corresponds to LiabilitiBS, ittlm 24c)

f. F'ederal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repurchase
(corresponds to LiabilitiBS, i tem 25)
g. Other liabilities for borrowed money

(corresponds to Liabilities, i tem 26b)

h. Total assets .

(corrBSponds to Assets, i tem 16) .

FOIC8040/ 13 IPAGE 31

.

t - - - - ; r - -- - ;

2f

l - - - - + - - - i 2g
2h
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SCHEDULE A- LOANS (includi ng rediscounts and overdrafts)

1. Real estate loans
only loans recu1ed priman1y by 1111 e1tateJ: .
a. Constructoon and land development .
b. Secured by farmland (include farm 111idential and othll imp1ovementsi
c. Secured by l-4 family residential properties:
1. Insured by FHA or guaranteed by VA
2. Conventional
d. Secured by multtfamtly (5 01 mo11i residential properties:
1. Insured by FHA .
2. Conventional
e. Secured by nonfarm nonresidential properties
2. Loans to financial institutions:
a. To real estate investment trusts and mongage companies in the U.S . .
b. To commercial banks in tht U.S.:
1. To U.S. branches and agencies of foreign banks .
2. To other commercial banks in the U.S. .
c. To banks in foreign countries:
1. To foreign branches of other U.S. banks .
2. To other banks in fore ign countries
d. To finance companies in the U.S..
a. To other financial institutions .
3. Loans for purchasing or carrying securities (secured and unsecu!ld):
a. To brokers and dealers in securities .
b. Othtr loans for purchasing or carrying securities
4. Loans to finance agricultural production and other loans to farmers .
5. Commercial and industrial loans (exe~pt those securtd primarily by re1l ertatei
a. To U.S. addresses (domicile) .
b. To non-U.S. addresses/domicile) .
6. Loans to individuals for household, family, and other personal expenditum

·-

(include purchased paptr): .

a. To purchase private passenger automobiles on installment basis
b. Credit urds and related plans:
1. Rmil (charge account) credit card plans .
2. Check credit and revolving credit plans .
c. To purchase other retail consumer goods on installment basis:
1. Mobile homes (exclude tflvel milers)
2. Other retail consumer goods (exclude credi t cards and rtlated plens)
d. Installment loans to repair and modernizt residential property
e. Other installment loans for household, family , and other personal
expenditures .
f. Single-payment loans for household, family, and other pmonal
expenditures .
7. All other loans
a. Loans to fore ign governments and official institutions .
b. Other loans
8. Total loans, Gross

(rum of items 1 through l)

9. LESS: Unearned income on loans reflected in items above
(do not tnclost in plrtnthtus)

10. TOTAL LOANS (excl uding unearned income) .

10

(Column A must 1qu1l Autts, ittm 91)
(Column 8 must tquel Schtdult OS. Autts. ittm 9t)

Memo
1. Holdings of commercial paper included in Schedule A
FDI C 80 40113 I PAGE' 41
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ES AND OBLIGATIONS AT DOMESTIC OFFICES OF THE BANK (Book Valuet
SCHE
Distribution by Remaining Maturity (exclude securities held in Trading Account, Assets. Item 71
Applicable only to conStJiidaced dommic office assets and liabilit ies
D
A
B
c
Investment Securities
Over 10
(Items correspond to Oom1stic Office
Rt~porr,

E

ASS6ts, items 2, 3, 4 and 5)

1. U.S. Treasury securities
2. Obligations of other U.S. Government
agencies and corporations . .

~---r--~----1---~----;----+----r----r--~----~2

3. Obligations of States and political
subdivisions in the U.S. . .

1-----r--~----;---~----1----+----r----r--~~--~3

4. Other bonds, notes. and debentures .

~--~---+----r----r---1----+---~--_,----r---~

5. TOTAL .

4

5

SCHEDULE C-CASH AND DUE FROM DEPOSITORY
INSTITUTIONS

1. Cash items in process of collection and unposted debits

2. Demand balances with commercial banks in the U.S. .

2

3. Time and savings balances with commercial banks in the U.S.

3

4 . Balances with other depository institutions in the U.S.

4

5. Balances with banks in foreign countries:

a. With foreign branches of other U.S. Banks

b. With other banks in foreign countries

5b

6. Balances with central banks

a. Balances with Federal Reserve Banks

b. Balances with other central banks

.

.

6a

6b

7. Currency and coin (U.S. and foreign) .

B. TOTAL (column A must aqua/ Assets. item II
(column 8 must aqua/ Schedule OS. Assets. item I J

1. Amount of interest·beari
FDIC 8040/13 I PAGE 51

balances in items above

8
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SCHEDULE F-DEPOSIT LIABILITIES OF DOMESTIC OFFICES

I. Deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations

a. Individuals and nonprofit organizations

1a

b. Corporations and other profit organizations

1b

c. SUBTOTAL

.

(sum of Ia and Tbl .

d . Mutual savings banks

~---4-----+-----r----,_----t---~1c

~--~----~----~----+-----r---~1d

e. TOTAL (sum of Tc and Tdl (Col. A must equal Liabilities, item 17
and Cols. 8 and C must equal Liabilities, item 181
~--~~---4-----4-----4----~-----41e

2. Deposits of Uni ted States Government

~--~--~----1---~----+---~2

3. Deposits of States and political subdivisions in the U.S.

~--~--~----1---~--~+---~3

4. Deposits of foreign governments and official i nstitutions

.

,

•

5. Deposits of commercial banks in the United States :

a. U.S. branches and agencies of foreign banks

b. Other commercial banks in the United States .

6. Deposits of banks in foreign countries :

a. Foreign branches of other U.S. banks .

.

b. Other banks in foreign countries
7. Certified and officers' checks, travelers' checks, letters of credit sold
for cash
(must equ•l Liabilities, item 231

MEMORANDA
1. Savings deposits authorized for automatic transfer and NOW accounts
(included in i tem Ta, Col. 8 above}
2. Money market t ime deposits in denominations of $10 thousand but less
than $100 thousand with original maturities of 26 weeks
(included in item 8, Col. C above}
FOIC 8040113 (PAGE 61
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SCHEDULE F/F- DEPOSIT LIABILITIES OF FOREIGN OFFICES AND OF EDGE
AND AGREEMENT SUBSIDIARIES
Oeposi ts of:
1. Individuals, partnerships and corporations
2. U.S. Government

l----lf----l2

3. States and political subdivisions in the U.S.

1---+-~3

4. Foreogn governments and official institutions
5. Deposits of commercial banks in the United States:
a. U.S. branches and agencies o f foreign banks
b. Other commercial banks in the U.S.
6. Deposits of banks in foreign countries:
a. Foreign branches of other U.S. banks

1 - - --

b. Other banks in fore ign countries

l----l--~6b

t - - - - l 6a

7. Certified and officers' checks, travelers' checks, and letters of credit sold for cash

8 . TOTAL : (must

item 24bJ .

.

8

..

MEMORANDUM

Memo

1.
SCHEDULE G- OTHER ASSETS

SCHEDULE H- OTHER LIABILITIES

1. Inco me earned or accrued on loans
but not collected .

1. Expenses accrued and unpaid
2. Deferred income taxes:

2. All other (list i tems over 25%
of item 3 below)

a. I AS bad debt reserve
b . Other

3. All other (list items over 25%
of item 4 below J

-----------~-~~-~2

----------------~---r--~3

3. TOTAL (must equal Assets, item 151

4. TOTAL (must equal Liabilities, item 291

FDIC 8040/13 !PAGE 71
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SCHEDULE I - OTHER DATA FOR DEPOSIT INSURANCI:: ASSESSMENTS

-

1. Unposted debits (see insrrucrions):

1. a. Actual amount of all unposted debits or single factor . Pl[
O R b. Separate amount of unposted debits or separate factors :

1. Actual amount fo r demand deposits of

2. Actual amount for time and savings depositS or .
(SH insrrucri ons):
2. Unposted credits

OR

Mil.

Thou.

%lot item 24a

la

P21

%lot item 24 al

lal

PJI

%1of item 24 a2

1a2

%lot item 24a

2a

a. Actual amount of all unposted credits or single factor . Pd
b. Separate amount of unposted credits of separate factors:

1. Actual amount of demand deposits or .

P21

%1 of item 24a1

2b1

2. Actual amount for time and savings deposits or .

PJI

% j ot item 24a2

2b2

3

3. Uninvested trust funds leash) held in bank's own trust department not included in Liability item 24a .
4. Deposits in domestic offices of consolidated subsidiaries that are not included in Liabili ties, item 24a:

4a

a. Demand deposits of consolidated subsidiaries

b . Time and savings deposits of consolidated subsidiaries

NOTE: This report must be signed by an authorized officer and attested by not less than two directors for State nonmember
banks and three directors for National banks other than the officer signing the report.
I, the undersigned officer, do hereby declare that this Report of Condition (including the supporting schedules) has been p repared
in conformance with the instructions issued by tm appropriate Federal regulatory authority and is true to the best of my know
ledge and belief.
SIGNATURE OF OFFICER lSI AUTHORIZED TO SIGN REPORT

AREA CODE/TELEPHONE NO.

IDATE SIGNED !Month, D•r. Yt•rl

NAME & TITLE OF O FFICER!SI AUTHORIZED TO SIGN REPORT Wt, tht undersigned directors, attest to tht correctntSJ of th is R19ort of Con-dition Onc luding tht supporting schtduln) and dec lare that it has bNn exam·
ined bv us and to tht best of our knowledge and belief has betn pr epared in
conformance with tht instructions and is true and correct.
SIGNATURE OF DIRECTOR ···-SIGNATURE O F D IRECTOR
rGNATURE OF DIRECTOR

I

NAME AND TITLE OF PERSON TO WHOM INQUIRIES MAY BE DIRECTED
FDIC 8040113 !PAGE Bl

I

AREA CODE /TELEPHONE NUMBER
FFIEC OI C

APPENDIX C

CONSOLIDATED LARGE BANK SUPPLEMENTS

APPENDIX C
CONSOLIDATED LARGE BANK SUPPLEMENTS

NAME AND ADDRESS OF BANK

CLarge Bank Supplements)
(Including Domestic Subsidiaries)
(Dollar Amounts in Thou•nds)

All BANKS: RETURN ORIGINAL TO FDIC. REPORTS
ANALYSIS AND PROCESSING SECTION, 550 17th
STREET. N .W .. WASHINGTON. D .C . 20429
NATIONAL BANKS: ALSO SEND ONE COPY TO THE
APPROPRIATE REGIONAL ADMIN ISTRATOR AND FEDERAL
RESERVE DISTRICT BANK IPiaua raid carefully lnotructions for
the pr-ation of lerva bank supplarnentol

PLACE LABEL HERE

CLOSE OF BUSINESS DATE

Every item and schedule must be filled in. Printed items must not be amended

R/1

a

Report of Income

R/C

a

R

LARGE BANK SUPPLEMENT A-Remalninv Maturi1ieo of Seloctod Loeno
TYPE OF LOAN
1. Loans in domestic offices o f tht blnk:

a. Construction and lend dtvtlopmtnt loans secured primarily by real Hiatt
{from RIC, Schldula A,;,.,., 111 .

1a

b. Other loans Jtcured pri marily by ttll tstltt excluding loans secured by

1·4 family rttidontial propertitt
c. Commerc ial and induurial loans

(from RIC, SchldulaA, itomr lb, ld& Ia/_
/from RIC, Schadula A , it.,., 51

1---lf--+--+--+--+---lr----+---i lb
lc

.

d. Other lotns excluding loans to individuals&: loans secured bv 1-4 family

/from IIIC, Schadula A. itam1 2.3.4 afld 71

residentlol prOpet'titt

1d

2. Loans in foreign offices and in Edge and AgtHment subsidier ies
/from RIC. Schadula A , it., 8. Col. C/
f1um of ;r.ms T• thru 2}

3. Total .

4. Loans included in item 3:2
1.

With predetetmined internt rate

b. With floating int.,Ht

~--+---+---~---+---+----1----ir-~~

rate ,

lsch edultd re~yments of orlnclpal should De reoorted In the 1ooroorl1te mAturity period or periO<fL o em1nd lo1ns, hiving no Ulted schedule
of rePJ,yments 1nd no st1ted maturity, out Clue 1o1ns. and o~erdufts snould oe report ed In Col , A, one year or teu.
2 Item •• DIUS 4b, Col, A U"U 0 must tQUII Item 3, COl, A UHOUth 0, fiSI)ICtiVIIy.

NOTE: This report must be signed by an author ized off icer.
I. the undersigned officer. do hereby ded1re that this Report o f Consolidlted Urge 81nk Supplements has been prepa red in conformance w ith the
instructions issutd by the appropriace Federal Regulatory luthority and is true to the best o f my knowtedgeand belief.
SIGNATURE OF OFFICER AUTHORIZED TO SIGN REPORT

AREA CODEITELEPHONE NO.

NAME AND TITLE OF OFFICER AUTHORIZED TO SIGN REPORT

DATE SIGNED IMonth, Day, Yead

FF1E~
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LARGE BANK SUPPLEMENT B-Moturity OiS1ribution of Oopotits

REMAINING MATURITY

1. 3 months or less .

2. Over 3 thru 6 months

3. Over 6 thru 12 months .

J

4 . Ovtf 12 months .

4

S. Total .

s

/1um of ;,.,, 1-41 .

MEMORANDA : Tht ittms below art to bt reported only by blinks with fon ign offices 1nd/or Edge or

Agreement subsid iaties.
1. Amount of inttrest·be•r•ng bailtnen subject to call included in item 1 above

2

2. Amount of operating bllencH included in ittm 1 above
111orn 5. Col. A muot equol RIC. - - . item 1b
2~tem 5. Col 8 muot equol Oomootic and Fcnign RIC. Sc-... F/F. Momorondl i - 1.
311em 5, Col C muot equol tho n - t· booring c...__ts of Oomottic and F.,.;gn RIC. Sc,_,.. C.
items h . 5b and Bb. Col. C.

LARGE BANK SUPI'LEMENT C-S.CUritlel Hold In Trodlnt A...,unto in O - l e Offl-

(/fom 5. Col. A mcnt oqwl Sch«<u,. OS. irom 7.1

A.
Amount esof

Ot ily lvet'lge

'report dllttl

for quarter

B.
ending on
repor t date

TYPE OF SECURITY

Mil.

Thou.

Mi l.

Thou.

1. U.S. Trusurv securiti"
2. Obligations of other U.S. Government egtncits and corporations .
3. Obligltions of Stltts and political subdivisions

3

4. Other bonds, no tit end debentures

4

S. To111 .

FOIC 8040/17 P1111 2

(sum of it Ifni I thr u 41 •

FFIEC015
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0-Summory loon lou Experience end Allowonco
!Calender Yeer·to·Oite)

Mil.

Thou.

SUMMARY LOAN LOSS EXPERIENCE

1. Balance of allowance, end of

~ious

year

.

2. Chang" incident to "*1111'1 and absorl>tiono
3. Provition for possible loan

lossn .

. IR/1 S«:tion C. itMn TJ
. (R/1 S«:tion

c. itltrl 31

~-+---i

2

. IR/1 S.ction C. itMn 41

4. Charge-oHs and ,..ov- yoar·to-date:

a. (FOR BANKS WlTH NO FOREIGN OFFICES OR EDGE OR AGREEMENT SUBSIDIARIES)
1. loans secured primarily by rHI estate
!correspond• to IVC. Sch«<ule A. item IJ
2. loan• to financial institutions
lcorre•ponds to IVC. Sch«<ule A. itMt 2J

3. Cornrnen:ial and industrial loana
lcorre•ponrh to IVC, Schedule A, ittm 51
4. loana to individual•

fcorre1ponds to IVC, Sch«<ule A. itMt 61
5. Other loano
lcorre1ponds to IVC. Schedule A. itMts 3. 4 & 7/

6. Total, grosa •
b. IFOR BANKS WlTH FOREIGN OFFICES AND/OR EDGE OR AGREEMENT SUBSIDIARIES I

1. loana secured primarily by real estate
/corresponds to RIC, Schedule A. itMt I. Coi.AJ
2. loans to financial institutions:

a.

loans to foreign banks and foreign office loons to oth., financial inatitutions

fcorre1ponds to IVC Sch«<ule A. ittm• 2bl end 2c2.
Col A. Inti itMI 2e, Col C/
b . other /corresponds to RIC Schedule A, itMts 2e.
2b2, 2c I & 2d. Col. A & ittm 2e, Col8J .
3. Cornrnen:ial and industrial loans:
a. to U.S . lddreas... /domicile/ /corresponds to RIC Schedule A.
itMt 51, Col. AI.
b. to non-U.S. oddrea.... (domicilii fcon.sponds to RIC Sch«Juue A.
itMt 5b. Col. AI
4. loana to individual•

/con.spondr to RIC Sch«<ule A. itMI 6. Col AI
5. loano to foreign goYemr1*11S end officiol institutions

lcorrespondr ro IVC Sch. A. it. , l1, Col. AI.
6. Oth., loans

lcon.spondr to IVC Sch. A items 3, 4 .t lb. Col AI
7. Total, grou .
5. LESS: Net charge-oHo year-to-dote litem 4, "'Totti

Gtws ': Col. A minus Col. 81

6. Foreign CurTiftCY tranSlation adjustment

and recoveries:
Foreign office totalloana.

.lcon.sponds to IVC Sch«<ull A itMt 10. Col. CJ

Domestic office loans secured primarily by real estate lcon.sponrh to RIC Schad. A. itom
I . Col. 8 / .

F'OIC 8~/17 Pogo 3
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LARGE BANK SUPPLEMENT E-lnttrelt end Feeo on Loeno 11 Domeotic Offlcto (Coltndor Yoor-to-Detel

On loans secured primarily by real estate .

Mil.

Tholl._

(corresponds to R I C. Sch«iul~ A. tttm 1 for domlsttc offices)

2. On comm&reial and i ndustrial loans
3. On loans to individuals .

(cofl~sponds to R /C, Sch~u/1 A .. itttm 6 for domlstic oflicn)

4. On all other loans
5. TOTAL

(COffttiPOnds ro RIC. Sch«iut•A. it«ns 2. 3. 4, & 7 fordomtHticoflicetJ

.

f---+----1

4

(sum of;,.,, 1 thru 4}

5
8

A

Domestic offices
ol

LARGE BANK SUPPLEMENT F-Fodonl Funds Sold ond SocuritlosPurc:hiMd Undor Agroements to
R-11 (II domestic offioos of tho Bonk ond domostlc officos of Edge ond Agt-nt subsidilri•l

the bank

Mil.

1 Thou.

Domestic offices
ol Edge and
Agreement
subsid iaries

Mil,

1 Thou,

1. Loans of immediately avai lable funds wi th on..aav maturity or continuing contract:

a. Securities purchased under agrH ments to retell ,

la

b. Othe< .

lb

2. Other securities purchased under agreemenu to resell
3. TOTAL-Items 11, 1b and 2 also equ.ls sum of items a, b, and c below
!sum of Columns A & 8 must oquol R /C, item 8)

a. With

com~erciat

banks in the U. S.

3

~---+----4-----r---~~

b. With brokers and dealers in securities.

~---4-----+----~--~Jb

o. With others .

Jc
A

Domestic offictt
ol
the bank

LARGE BANK SUPPLEMENT G-F~I Fundo Purc:hltod ond S-ritltoSold Undor A . - u to
Ropvrct.o. In ~ic

off'- of the bonk tnd domtRic off'- of Edge and Atr.....,.. Subsicllwltol

Mil.

1. So rrowing of immediately available funds with on•dav maturity

Of

1 Thou.

8
Domestic officH
ol Edge and
AgrHmtnt
subsidiariH
Mil.

1 Thou.

continuing contract:

a. Securities sold under agreements to repurchtse
b. Other.

~----4------+------r-----~

,.

f-----4------+------r------t

lb

2. Other securities sold under agrHmtnts to repurchaae
3. TOTA L- Uems aho equals sum of items a thru f below
(sum of Columns A & 8 must oquol R /C, i trm 25}

~--~----~---r--~1 3

a. With commercitt banks in the U.S.

~---+----~----r---~~

b. With S & L' s and mutuat savings banks

~----~----~------~~-----~~

c. With non·financ ial t;Jusineues in the U. S. ,

~---+----4-----+---~~

d. With Stitt and lOCI I governments in the U.S.

1----+---4-- --+----1 3d

e. With U. S. gOvernment agencies a nd corporations, banks in foreign countr ies, al\d foreign off icial

instrtut•ons

r. Withothtf

~--~----~---r--~1 3.

~3f

__M
_ e_M
__
o_R_A_N_o_u_M
_ __________________________________________________________

L!Momo

1. Immediately available funds with a maturity greater tNn out day included in Report of Condition,
item 26b fOthtN li•biliti•t for borrow«/ mon1y}
. •
.
FOIC 8040117 Pogo 4
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APPENDIX D
Where to Write for Bank Data
American Bankers Association
Jim Curran, Director of Program Evaluation and
Educational Research
1120 Connecticut Ave. N.W.
Washington, D.C.

20036

(202) 467-4000
FDIC Data Request Unit
Ann Miller
Data Base Section - FDIC
Washington, D.C.

20429

(202) 389-4101
Federal Reserve Data Request Unit
Martha Conner
B-1122 Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
Washington, D.C.

21551

(202) 452-3684
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency
Comptroller of the Currency,
Administrator of National Banks
Washington, D.C.

20219

(202) 566-2000
Alex Sheshunoff & Company
P. 0. Box 13203
Capitol Station
Austin, Texas

78711

(512) 444-7722
117

118
Securities and Exchange Commission Public Reference Rooms
Everett McKinley Dirksen Building
219 S. Dearborn Street
Chicago, Illinois

60604

(312) 353-7433

1100 L Street N.W., Room 6101
Washington, D.C.

20549

(202) 523...;5360

26 Federal Plaza, Room 1100
New York, New York

10007

(212) 264-1614

10960 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1710
Los Angeles, California

90024

(213) 473-4511

Written requests may be sent to:
Public Reference Station
Securities and Exchange Commission
Washington, D.C.
(202) 523-5360

20549

1119
Appendix E
Data Sheet:

Report of Conditions and

Large Bank Supplement
Control group

---

Experimental group, sets:
20-29
Year:

1979

> 100

30-49

2-9

1

---

10-19 .

1980

50-99

Volume

---

---

Charge-off

--- --·- --·- ·--·---- --------------------------------------------Bank name

Real Estate

Financial

Commercial

Individual

1------+-----·--+------+-··--·-·--·····-··--····-·--- · - - t --

Total :

1979 Deposits

------~

